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Abstract

Magnetotransport properties of modulation-doped p-type Si1-xGex/Si and
Sil_xGex/Sil_yGey heterostructures were studied, in the magnetic field range 0-12 T,
and in the temperature range 0.35-300 K. The experimental data within the classical
regime have been analysed by mobility spectrum analysis, in order to separate the
influences of different parallel conduction paths. A new method of mobility spectrum
analysis has been developed by the author, based on the concept of maximum-entropy,
and this computation has been shown to overcome several drawbacks or limitations
of previous mobility spectrum methods of calculation. The data have also been anal-
ysed by Beck&Anderson's analysis and the multicarrier fitting method for comparison.
Analysis of the magnetic-field-dependent resistivity tensors reveals a two-dimensional
hole gas (2DHG) in the Si/SiGe/Si quantum well, carriers in the boron-doped cap
layer, and an unknown electron-like carrier. The carrier density of the 2DHG can
either remain constant (z = 0.1), increase (x = 0.13), or decrease (x ~ 0.2), with
increasing temperatures. Differences in the temperature dependences are partly at-
tributed to different growth conditions. A decreasing carrier density with increase in
temperatures may indicate the presence of acceptor-like defect states near the valence
band edge of the SiGe channel. The mobility of the 2DHG between 100-300 K has
the form AT-"Y and 'Y has the bowl shape with the minimum at x f"V 0.25-0.3. These
characteristics suggest a possible influence of alloy disorder scattering. The mobilities
and activation energies of the carriers in the boron-doped cap vary between samples
and this is believed to be due to boron-spike near the Si/Si-substrate interface, in
some samples. The source of electron-like carrier is presently unknown.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Review of

Previous Work

1.1 Introduction

Since the invention of the transistor by William Shockley in 1947 [Sze (1981)], the

world has been transformed by electronics and engulfed by solid-state electronic de-

vices that bring to people convenience, information and entertainment. The physics

of such devices are based on the semiconducting properties of materials such as silicon

(Si), germanium (Ge) and gallium arsenide (GaAs), the electrical properties of which

can be controlled by adding other materials (dopants) to produce excessive holes (p-

type) or electrons (n-type). Among those materials, silicon has been considered as the

most attractive one due to its relative abundance and the existence of stable silicon-

dioxide (Si02) insulator. Further advances in silicon technology have now taken place

by incorporation of germanium to form a SiGe alloy which has better electrical trans-

port than Si [Wang et a1. (1995), SchafHer (1997), Whall and Parker (1998)].

Historically, Levitas (1955) studied the electrical properties of p-type bulk

Sh-xGex alloys grown by an isothermal solidification technique with x between 0

and 1. The materials were mostly polycrystalline with carrier concentration between

1



Table 1.1: Properties of Ge, Si, and GaAs at 300 K (after Sze(1981)).

II Properties II Germanium II Silicon II GaAs II
Crystal structure Diamond Diamond Zincblend
Electron mobility (cm+V -IS -1) 3900 1500 8500
Hole mobility (cm/V "s -i) 1900 450 400
Lattice constant (A) 5.64613 5.43095 5.6533
Energy gap (eV) 0.66 1.12 1.424
Effective density of states in :
valence band, Nv (cm-3) 6.0xlOiH 1.04x10u1 7.0x1018
conduction band, Ne (cm -3) 1.04x10ill 2.8x10ill 4.7x1017
Dielectric constant 16.0 11.9 13.1
Intrinsic carrier concentration, n, (cm -3) 2.4x 1013 1.45x10lU 1.79x lOt)

1013-1016 cm". It was found that the room temperature intrinsic resistivity and

energy gap of SiGe alloys decreased monotonically with increasing Ge composition

while the hole mobility increased. These variations are as expected for the gradual

transformation from pure Si to pure Ge (see table 1.1). In addition to well-known

ionized impurity and phonon scattering, an alloy disorder scattering was observed

from the temperature-dependence of mobility which was strongest at x rv 0.3--0.4.

Glicksman (1958) studied an n-type bulk Si1-xGex single crystal with z between 0.74

- 1.00 with carrier concentration rv 1015 cm-3 and found that the room-temperature

electron mobility also increased monotonically with increasing Ge compositions.

1.2 The Modulation-doped SiGejSi Heterostruc-

tures

Advances in growth techniques took place in the mid-1970 when atomically controlled

growth was achieved by a Molecular Beam Expitaxy (MBE). The MBE growth pro-

cess is simply an evaporation process carried out in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)

environment which gives a high quality single crystal structure. By using MBE, Ge

2
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Figure 1.1: The Hall mobility versus temperature of a uniformly doped Sio.sGeo.2,
modulation-doped Sio.sGeo.2without setback, and modulation-doped Sio.sGeo.2with
100 angstrom setback (after People (1984)).
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and other dopants can be alloyed into Si with high accuracy in composition and

thickness. The first MBE-grown SiGe was accomplished by People et al. (1984) who

grew 200 nm of Sio.sGeo.2pseudomorphicallyon an N- Si substrate. In this manner,

the SiGe layer is put under compressive strain because the lattice constant of Ge is

approximately 4 % higher than that of Si (see table 1.1). Two different p-type doping

schemes, uniform doping and modulation doping (MD), were investigated. Figure

1.2 shows the schematic picture of the MD structure. It was observed that the hole

mobility of the MD structure was higher than that of a uniformly-doped structure

at all temperatures (4-300 K) and the low-temperature mobility in the MD structure

was enhanced by the introduction of an undoped Si layer (or "setback") between the

doped layer and SiGe layer (see Fig. 1.1). An identical MD structure, but with n-type

dopants, failed to sustain an enhancement of electron mobility at low temperature.

This is because there is no conduction band offset for the electron confinement. Later,

Abstreiter et aI. (1985) showed that enhanced electron mobilities at low temperature

can be obtained in a tensile strain Si grown on relaxed SiGe.

The schematic diagram of the MD p-SiGejSi structure is shown in Fig. 1.2.

The strained SiGe layer is sandwiched between pure silicon and provides a quantum

well, due to the valence band offset, to carriers which transfer from the boron-doped

silicon (B:Si). As more carriers move into the SiGe layer, the energy band profile

of the whole structure also changes in such a way that the quantum well becomes

a sharp triangular profile at the top SiGejSi interface. The transferred carriers can

be considered to transport in the two dimensional manner which is called the two-

dimensional hole gas (2DHG). The 2DHG is separated from the parent acceptors

in an irreversible manner [Dingle et al. (1978)]which gives rise to the higher low-

temperature mobility due to less ionized impurity scattering.

The large application of SiGejSi heterostructure lies in the area of Field-Effect-

Transistor (FET) where the Si-FET has already dominated the market. The basic

concept is to incorporate the strained SiGe channel into this Si-FET where the carrier
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Figure 1.2: The modulation-doped SiGe/Si heterostructure contains 2DHG and a
parallel conduction at temperatures above 77 K.
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Figure 1.3: The schematic cross section of the modulation-doped SiGe p-channel
MOSFET (after Verdonckt et al. (1991)).
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transport takes place. The first fully working modulation-doped SiGe p-channel MOS-

FET was fabricated by Verdonckt et al. (1991), as shown in Fig. 1.3. The SiGe chan-

nel was graded-grown with the germanium content up to 25% for the maximum hole

confinement and the modulation-doped (P+) was grown before the SiGe channel (so-

called "inverted doping") for the threshold voltage adjustment without degrading the

mobility. They found that their low-field hole mobility was 220 cm2y-1s-l at 300 K

and increases to 980 cm2Y-1s-1 at 82 K, which is a factor of 2 higher than a submicron

Si p-MOSFET. Another example is the SiGe p-MOSFET fabricated by Voinigescu

et al. (1994) in which the SiGe alloy was also graded-grown for maximum hole con-

finement. They found that the transconductance of the 3J.tm-devicewith 0-40% Ge

profiles is about 100 % higher than that of the corresponding Si p-MOSFET pro-

duced on the same chip. To achieve the SiGe strained layer with germanium content

higher than 50%, this layer has to be grown on the SiGe virtual substrate. The virtual

substrate is a relaxed SiGe alloy formed on the silicon substrate by grading the germa-

nium composition from 0% at the substrate to a terminating composition. Konig and

SchafHer (1993) fabricated a strained Ge channel Schottky gated p-type modulation

doped FET, with the Ge grown on a graded SiGe virtual substrate of terminating

composition 70%, and obtained a record 300 K Hall mobility of 1,300 cm2y-1s-1 at

a high carrier density of 1.5 x 1012 cm-2• An equally encouraging result is the mea-

surement of room-temperature hole mobilities of between 800-1,050 cm2y-1s-1 for a

carrier density of 3 x 1012cm? in a strained Sio.2Geo.s channel grown on a graded 1

J.tm thick SiGe virtual substrate of 30% terminating composition [Ismail et al. (1994)].

With the current best room-temperature mobilities in a SiGe strained layer structure

(not a device) between 1400-1850 cm2y-1s-l for holes [Konig and Dambkes (1995)]

and 2600-3000 cm2y-1s-1 for electrons [Nelson et al. (1993)], in comparison to the

mobilies of 100 and 500 cm2y-1s-l respectively in a bulk Si FET, it sounds very

promising that SiGe/Si heterostructures will be a key material to dominate the elec-

tronic market in years to come.
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1.3 The Motivation of this Thesis

The carrier density and mobility are key parameters to explain the carrier transport

within any semiconductor materials. Their room-temperature values are particularly

important for the device design prior to fabrication. The schematic picture of the

MD structure used within this thesis is shown in Fig. 1.2 and consists of a boron-

doped silicon (B:Si) layer and a strained SiGe layer, separated by the undoped silicon

layer (Si "spacer" or "setback"). At temperatures below f'V77 K, conduction only

occurs at the SiGe/Si interface where the two-dimensional hole gas is formed. The

conduction within B:Si is relatively small due to the decrease of carrier concentration

and mobility with decreasing temperatures. At higher temperatures, the B:Si layer

conducts and provides a parallel conduction path to the two-dimensional hole gas.

The standard Hall measurement, which is performed at a single low magnetic-field

value, cannot determine the carrier density and mobility of two-dimensional hole gas

accurately due to the contribution from the parallel conduction.

The conventional indicator of crystal quality is the mobility measured at liquid

He temperature (f'V4K) where the phonon scattering is negligible and the mobility is

much more sensitive to the SiGe crystal quality. However, Nelson et al. (1993)

observed that it is not necessarily the case that the high low-temperature mobility

structure will show high room-temperature mobility. This can be understood in

terms of different dominant scattering mechanisms at different temperatures. At low

temperature, the interface charge and surface roughness are the limiting factors for

low and high carrier density, respectively, while the phonon scattering might be the

main mechanism at room temperature [Whall (1997)].

A simple technique of chemical etching was used by Garchery et al. (1995)

to remove the excessive dopants in a MD strained n-Si/Sio.67Geo.33sample. The

sample was etched successively, with resistivity and Hall measurements performed at

each step, until the measured mobility did not improve. At room temperature, the

measured mobility increases monotonically from 1250 cm2y-1s-l to 2150 cm2y-1s-l

7



while the measured carrier density decreased from 2.2x 1012 cm-2 to 1.1x 1012cm".

The same technique was applied to a MD strained p-Sio.sGeo.2/Sisample by McGregor

et al. (1999) to obtain the maximum mobility of ~ 200 cm2V-1s-1 with carrier

density of 5x 1011 cm=". However, the restrictions of using this technique to identify

the mobility of 2D carriers are that (i) it is limited to a "normal" MD structure only,

in which the B:Si layer is grown after the SiGe alloy, (ii) there must only be two

conduction paths, and (iii) the 2D carriers should be unaffected by chemical etching.

It is well understood that the measured mobility from the Hall measurement

differs from the drift mobility by a Hall factor. McGregor et aI. (1993) measured

the drift and Hall mobilities in heavily-doped strained Si1-xGex (0 < x < 0.2) in

the doping range of (1.5-2.1)xl019 cm-3 at room temperature and they found that

the drift mobility increased with increasing Ge compositions while the Hall mobility

decreased. A procedure to extract a drift mobility of two-dimensional electron gas

(2DEG) from a MD strained n-Si/SiGe sample was proposed by Nelson et aI. (1993),

in which the drift mobility and carrier density of the doped layer was determined

directly from an indentical MD structure but without a Si channel. This informa-

tion was then subtracted from the MD structure to give the drift mobility and drift

carrier density of 2DEG. However, this technique is only applicable where those two

structures were grown under the same growth environment to ensure the same surface

states. In practice, the carrier density of the doped layer in the MD structure will also

be less than that obtained in the control because of charge transfer into the quantum

well.

1.4 Mobility Spectrum Analysis

Mobility spectrum analysis is a new multicarrier characterization tool that employs

the magnetic-field dependence of the resistivity and Hall coefficient. It is a non-

destructive technique that is capable of identification of different groups of carriers

8
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(carrier species) according to their different average mobilities, and hence different

responses to the magnetic field. It was originally developed by Beck and Anderson

(1987). The result of the analysis is a mobility-dependent conductivity, or "mobil-

ity spectrum", which consists of several peaks. A typical mobility spectrum of a

modulation-doped SiGe/Si heterostrucutre at temperatures IV 77-100 K is shown in

Fig. 1.4. From this spectrum, the number of electrically-active carrier species can

be identified from the number of peaks within the mobility spectrum. Each peak

also offers an estimation of mobility and conductivity when an appropriate averaging

procedure is used. From the theoretical viewpoint, the broadening of each peak also

indicates an energy-dependent relaxation time and the presence of harmonics in peak

mobility would signal a nonspherical band structure [Beck and Anderson (1987)].

The original method of calculation by Beck and Anderson has been applied to a

number of different semiconductor materials, for example bulk HgTe [Beck et al. (1988),

Meyer et a1. (1988)], bulk HgCdTe [Meyer et al. (1993)], thin film HgCdTe [Gui et al.

(1998)], HgTe-CdTe superlattices [Hwang et al. (1991)], AIGaAs/GaAs heterostruc-

tures [Colvard et a1. (1989)], Si-c5-dopedGaAs [Panaev et al. (1993)], InGaAs [Svens-

son et al. (1991)], Si-c5-InSb[Panaev et a1. (1996)], InP on a semi-insulating substrate

[Achard et a1. (1999)], and SiGe/Si [Hock et al. (1998)]. After several applications,

it has later been realised that their calculation method is only qualitatively accurate.

Nevertheless, it has been shown to provide good approximations to the mobility and

carrier concentration of each carrier species. To obtain more accurate results, the esti-

mated mobilities and carrier concentrations are further quantified by the multicarrier

fitting technique [Colvard et al. (1989), Koser et al. (1994)].

The subsequent developments in the mobility spectrum approach over the last

10 years have involved new mathematical techniques in order to obtain a more accu-

rate mobility spectrum. They are the iterative technique [Dziuba and Gorska (1992)],

the quantitative mobility spectrum analysis (QMSA) [Antoszewski et al. (1995)], and

the improved quantitative mobility spectrum analysis (i-QMSA) [Vurgaftman et al. (1998'1
.1
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The detail of each technique is discussed in chapter 3.

Despite all efforts to calculate the mobility spectrum efficiently and accurately,

there are still disadvantages to overcome such as the instability and low-magnetic-field

effect. The instability problem is that the mobility spectrum is extremely sensitive

to the experimental error present in the measured data and the low-magnetic-field

effect is when the range of the magnetic field is too low for the observation of the

magnetic-field-dependent response. The difficulties of mobility spectrum calculation

lie with the fundamental nature of the magneto conductivity model in use. It will

be shown later in chapter 3 that it resembles the well-known inverse problem of

Fredholm integral equation of the first kind [Press et a1. (1992)]. This topic has been

studied extensively by mathematicians and yet is still under constant development.

The mobility spectrum problem was studied from the inverse problem viewpoint and

led the author to develop a new mobility-spectrum calculation which has numerous

advantages, the detail of which is given in chapter 4.

1.5 The Structure of this thesis

This thesis is concerned with the investigation of the magnetoconductivity tensor

in modulation-doped p-type SiGe/Si heterostructures in magnetic fields within the

classical limit (i.e. before magnetic field quantization of energy bands sets in). It

is especially concerned with experimental measurements and their interpretation in

terms of so called mobility spectrum analysis. In chapter 2, the magnetotransport

theory is explained which leads to the model used. The transport in high and low

magnetic fields and the calculation of the Hall scattering factor from the mobility

spectrum will also be explained. For completeness, scattering mechanisms in SiGe/Si

will also be briefly discussed. Chapter 3 gives the review over various numerical tech-

niques used to solve the magnetoconductivity model and other remedy techniques

in order to recover the information about low mobility carrier. A newly developed

11



mobility spectrum technique based on the maximum entropy approach is explained

in chapter 4. The experimental procedures and some aspect of the growth technique

will be discussed in chapter 5. Chapter 6 contains the experimental data and results

from the mobility spectrum analysis which includes result from 10%-65% Ge con-

tent samples. A summary of this thesis and the mobility spectrum analysis will be

concluded in chapter 7, including suggestions for further investigations.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Concepts

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, our current understanding of how the strain changes the band struc-

ture and effective masses in Si1-xGex will be described. The charge transfer which

occurs in a modulation-doped structure is then discussed briefly, followed by a re-

view of the theoretical background on magnetotransport which leads to the mobility

spectrum analysis given in Chapters 3 and 4 . The calculation of Hall factor, Hall

mobility, and drift mobility, from the mobility spectrum are then developed. The

theory of Shubnikov de-Haas oscillation and quantum Hall effect are also discussed as

these phenomenon are employed to confirm the existence of 2D carriers. Finally, pos-

sible scattering mechanisms associated with 2D carriers are reviewed and particularly

emphasized on their temperature dependences.
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2.2 Electronic Properties of Si, Ge, and Strained

2.2.1 Bandstructures of Si and Ge

The bandstructures of Si and Ge are shown in Fig. 2.1. The conduction band minima

of Si are situated at about 85 % along the <100> directions, between the Ivpoint (the

centre of Brillouin zone) and the X-point, while those of Ge are at L-points which are

along <111> directions. Due to lattice symmetry, there are 6 degenerate X-points

and 8 degenerate L-points. The relationship between energy E and wave vector k at

each point can be represented as an ellipsoidal constant energy surface :

1i2k~ 1i2(k~ + kn
E (k) = -2 • + 2. , (2.1)

ml mt

where mi and m; are the longitudinal and transverse effective masses, which are

0.98mo and 0.19mo for Si and 1.64mo and 0.082mo for Ge [Sze (1981)].

The valence band maxima of both Si and Ge lie at the r-point consisting of

two subbands, a heavy-hole and a light-hole subband, degenerate at the r-point. A

spin-orbit split-offsubband lies 50 meV below in Si and 280 meV in Ge. The constant

energy surfaces are so-called warped-spherical surfaces which have the following form

[Dresselhaus et al. (1954)] :

E(k) = ;!{Ak2 ± [B2k4 + C2 Jk~k~ + k~k~+ k~k~]} , (2.2)

where the plus sign is associated with the light holes and the minus sign with the

heavy holes. The effective masses can be computed from the parameters A, B, and C

[Dresselhaus et al. (1955)] and are shown in table 2.1 for each subband near k = O.

2.2.2 Bandstructures of Sh-xGex

The valence bandstructure of an unstrained Si1-:z:Ge:z:alloy is similar to that of Si

for Ge compositions up to 85% (see Fig. 2.2b). The strain in Sh-:z:Ge:z:alloys grown

14
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Table 2.1: Effective masses of heavy-hole, light-hole, and spin-orbit near the zone
centre of Si and Ge.

I Subband I Silicon I Germanium I
Heavy-hole (HH) I ~,±~ > 0.5 0.3
Light-hole (LH) I ~,±~ > 0.16 0.04
Spin-orbit (SO) I ~,±~ > 0.234 0.095

._._-,.._ ....._--,---
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Heavy-hole
e:"IJlZ.t:.tJ?'~

0.10

0.05 .
Ught-hole
(.1312, t1l2'" 070
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Figure 2.2: (a) The splitting of heavy-hole and light-hole bands and (b) reducing of
energy gap of strain Si1-xGex (after People (1985)).

lattice-matched on a Si substrate causes the separation between the heavy-hole and

light-hole subbands [People (1985)] as well as the lowering of the spin-orbit subband

[Hinckleyet al. (1989)]. These reduce the intersubband and intraband scattering

which limit the hole mobility. The in-plane heavy-hole mass under compressive strain

is smaller than that of the light-hole mass. The heavy-hole subband is lifted above

the light-hole subband and, therefore, holes will occupy the heavy-hole subband first

and acquire a higher in-plane mobility which is advantageous in devices exploiting

in-plane transport such as the Field-Effect-Transistor (FET). The in-plane effective

mass is expected to decrease systematically with increasing Ge compositions from

0.40me at x = 0.13 to 0.29me at x = 0.3 [Cheng et al. (1994)].
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In Fig. 2.3 the band structures and energy contour of heavy-hole and light-

hole bands at a temperature of 300 K are shown.They are for unstrained and strained

Sio.7Geo.3as calculated by Manku and Nathan (1991). The degeneracy lifting is clearly

seen while the strained energy contour is less anisotropic than that of unstrained Si.

2.3 Charge Transfer in Modulation-doped Struc-

tures

The space charge distribution along the growth direction (z) within the modulation-

doped structure can be obtained by solving Poisson's and SchrOdinger's equation

self-consistently. The importance of SchrOdinger's equation is that it provides the

energy levels and corresponding wave functions for 2D carriers. For a given potential

energy profile V(z), Schrodinger's equation is [Tan et al. (1990)] :

h,2 d ( . 1 d)-"2 dz m*(z} dz 'ljJ(z) + V(z)'ljJ(z) = E'l/J(z), (2.3)

where m*(z} is a z-dependent effective mass, 'ljJ(z} is the wave function with associated

energy E. Computationally, there are as many eigenenergies as the number of mesh

points on the z direction. However, only those energies which are within lOkBT

from the Fermi energy EF are likely to be occupied. The 20 carrier density can be

calculated, by assuming parabolic bands, from

(2.4)

where Ek is the eigenenergy. The carrier concentration (n(z)) in m3 unit, which will

be used for the Poisson's equation, is obtained from

n(z) =L l'l/Jk(Z)12 nk,
le

(2.5)

where "pk is the wave function corresponding to the eigenenergy E/c.
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but for the light-hole band (after Manku and Nathan (1991)).
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The Poisson's equation for a given charge distribution -qN(z) is

:. (e.(z):') ~(z) = -qNe~Z), (2.6)

where ¢(z) is the potential profile and cs(Z) is the dielectric constant function. ¢(z)

is related to the potential energy profile V(z) by

V(z) = -e¢(z). (2.7)

Both Schrodinger and Poisson equations have to be solved self-consistently because

the change in 2D carrier distribution affects the resultant potential in Poisson's equa-

tion while the change in potential profile also affects the 2D carrier distribution in

Schrodinger's equation. In this thesis, the computer programme that performs this

Schrodinger-Poisson calculation is that of Greg Snider which is made publicly avail-

able [Tan et a1. (1990)] and widely used for many heterostructures.

Figure 2.4 is an example showing the valence band profile of a p-SiO.87GeO.13/Si

heterostructure at 10 K with one 2D subband, the lowest HH subband of energy

minimum (Eo), occupied. Assuming that the energy gaps and valence band offset

are temperature-independent, a typical scenario of what happens in the simulation

as the temperature increases is as follows. At very low temperatures (I'V 5-10 K)

only one subband is occupied by 2DHG and its carrier density is almost temperature

independent. As the temperature rises, the Fermi level starts to deviate from the

valence bandedge (see Fig. 2.5) and hence from this subband, causing the decrease

in carrier density associated with that subband (see the pHHl curve in Fig. 2.6).

However, this reduction is usually overcompensated by the increase in carrier density

corresponding to higher subbands (pLH1-pHH5 curves in Fig. 2.6). The probability

of carriers occupying higher subbands increases because the tail of Fermi-Dirac distri-

bution smear out further away from the Fermi level, due to the thermal broadening.

Usually, the subbands within lOkBT from the Fermi level are taken into consideration

and this results in the increase in the total2DHG carrier density from 8 x 1010 cm-2
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Figure 2.4: The band profile of a modulation-doped p-type SijSio.87GeO.13jSihet-
erostructure at 10 K by the Schrodinger-Poisson self-consistent calculation. Only one
subband was found.

at 10 K to 1.5 X 1011 cm-2 at 300 K. Also, because more subbands are occupied, the

carrier will distribute wider within the quantum well, as shown in Fig. 2.7.

2.4 The Magnetotransport Theory

Magnetotransport is the transport of charged carriers under the influences of both

electric and magnetic fields. In this thesis, we consider only electric fields along

the sample surface and magnetic fields perpendicular to the sample surface. Two

phenomena are to be discussed, namely the magnetoresistance and Hall effect. The

magnetoresistance is the change in resistance with the magnetic field while the Hall
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Figure 2.5: The band profile of the structure shown in Fig. 2.4 at temperatures
between 10-300 K by the Schrodinger-Poisson self-consistent calculation.
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effect is a development of a voltage in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic

and electric field. From the theoretical viewpoint, it is customary to investigate the

magnetoconductivity tensor components, i.e an inversion of the magnetoresistance

and Hall resistance tensor elements, because the magnetoconductivity of many carrier

species can be calculated from a summation of the effects over each carrier species.

There are two approaches to the derivation of the magnetoconductivity, namely an

equation of motion approach and a Boltzmann equation approach.

2.4.1 Equations of Motion

Consider a homogeneous sample with a uniformly distributed current parallel to the

surface. For a single carrier with effective mass m: and electronic charge e, travelling

with the velocity v in an electric field (E = (Ex, Efl, 0)) and a magnetic field (B =
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(0,0, B)), the equation of motion can be written as :

m*a = e(E + v x B), (2.8)

where a is the acceleration. By substitution of a with Vi and solving this differential

equation by using a complex variable method, the solution for the current density (j)

is given by

[
~x 1 = [f7XX -f7

xy 1 [ Ex 1 '
l» f7xy f7xx Ey

(2.9)

where

nep, (2.10)- 1+ p,2B2'
nep,2B
1+ JL2B2'

(2.11)f7xy =

f7xx and f7xy are the longitudinal and transverse magnetoconductivity tensor com-

ponents, respectively, n is the carrier concentration, and JL is the mobility. The

magnetoresistivity (Pxx) and Hall coefficient (RH) are obtained by inverting the mag-

netoconductivity tensor (Eq. 2.9) :

Pxx (2.12)
2 + 2'f7xx f7xy

Pxy f7xy
- If=B(2 2)'f7xx + f7xy

(2.13)

where Pxy is a "Hall resistance". From the experimental viewpoint, we measure the

magnetoresistivity and Hall coefficient, and the magnetoconductivity tensor compo-

nents are calculated from these quantities following :

f7xx = Pxx (2.14)
~x + (BRH)2'

(BRH)2 (2.15)

For an inhomogeneous or heterostructure sample, the magnetotransport con-

sideration is slightly different. Consider two parallel slabs with different thickness,
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Figure 2.8: A two parallel slab model with different thickness, carrier concentration,
and mobility. The current flow is uniform in x direction and parallel to the surface.
The electric field Ex and Ey are common to both layers due to the use of metal
contacts.

mobility, and carrier concentration, and assume that the current flow is everywhere

parallel to x direction and is uniform within the individual slabs (see Fig. 2.8). If we

can further assume that there is no interaction between them and the electric fields

in the x and y directions are common to both layers, then we can establish Eq. 2.9

for each layer individually. From the conservation of the flowing current, it can be

easily seen that

(2.16)

where jxx and jXY are average current densities in x and y directions and T; is the

thickness of layer i. We can generalise this equation for the N-layer sample and obtain

(2.17)

(2.18)

If any of the T, is unknown, as is usually the case for the thickness of two-dimensional
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carriers, the parameters T, are conventionally absorbed into the carrier concentration

and we can simply write

aexp =xy

(2.19)

(2.20)

where ni in Eqs. 2.19 and 2.20 are the "sheet carrier concentration" or "carrier

density". a~;rand a~~Pbecome the "sheet magnetoconductivity" and the quantity

nieJ,-ti is the "sheet conductivity".

For one carrier only, Eq. 2.12 gives Pxx = (neJ,-tr1 which is constant. In

practice, most semiconductors exhibit the magnetoresistance effect which implies that

at least two carriers are required. In the case where only one carrier exists and there

is magnetoresistance, the energy dependence of relaxation time and/or the sample

inhomogeneity are believed to be the cause.

2.4.2 The Quasi-ClassicalBoltzmann Equation

The Boltzmann equation has the form [Beer (1963)]

(2.21)

where E is the electric field, v is the velocity, B is the magnetic field. The solution

to be obtained is for the departure of the carrier distribution function f(k, r,t) from

equilibrium. The third term in Eq. 2.21 is related to the spatial variation in f and

is set to zero for a homogeneous sample with uniform temperature. The right-hand-

side term is concerned with the collision of a carrier with either other carriers or

the medium. If the energy of carrier does not change significantly compared to the

thermal energy, this term can be approximated as

(2.22)
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Figure 2.9: Illustration of a circular hodograph on the k:r; - k71 plane. The charged
carrier moves along this path when the magnetic field is present.

which is called the relaxation time approximation. The proof of this approximation

can be found in Wilson (1953).

The solution of Eq. 2.21 within the relaxation time approximation for a general

energy band structure at an arbitrary magnetic field was given by McClure (1956).

In his approach, he considers a charged carrier as it travels along a hodograph, an

intersection path between a constant energy surface and a constant kz plane (see Fig.

2.9) and shows that the velocity v of the carrier can be represented by a Fourier series

00

v = L v (m) exp [imws], (2.23)
m=-oo

where v (m) is the Fourier coefficient, w is the cyclotron angular frequency, and s is

the time. For the simplification of the calculation, the relaxation time 7' is assumed

to be constant on the hodograph. The result is the magneto conductivity tensor

components (Eqs. 2.24-2.26) which are expressed as a Fourier series expansion in

harmonics of the cyclotron frequency,

(2.24)

(2.25)
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Table 2.2: Finite terms in McClure's model for the majority hole-carriers with differ-
ent hodograph rotation symmetries.

Rotation n m=n-l m=n+l
(electron-like) (hole-like)

I-fold 0 -1 (not exist) 1
1 o (not exist) 2
2 1 3

2-fold 0 -1 (not exist) 1
2 1 3
4 3 5

3-fold 0 -1 (not exist) 1
3 2 4
6 5 7

4-fold 0 -1 (not exist) 1
4 3 5
8 7 9

_ 00 mun: [IB(m - 1)12 - IB( -(m + 1))12]
Sxy - L 1 ()2 . (2.26)

m=l + mort

The coefficient B is related to v (m) in quite a complicated manner but McClure

shows that only some B terms exist if the hodograph possesses specific rotation

symmetry. This rotation symmetry can be derived directly from the crystal symmetry

of the material, for example, silicon has a diamond structure and therefore has 4-fold

rotation. In table 2.2 we show the terms which exist for hodographs with 1, 2, 3, and

4-fold rotation symmetry.

The use of this table can be demonstrated here for unstrained SiGe alloy in

which the hodograph possesses the four-fold rotation symmetry due to the cubic

lattice structure. Its tensor component (Sxx and SXy) can be written as

IB(0)12 IB(-4)12 IB(4)12 IB(8)12
- 1+ (wr)2 + 1+ (3wr)2 + 1+ (5wr)2 + 1+ (7wr)2 + ... , (2.27)

wrIB(0)12 3wrIB(-4)12 5wrIB(4)12 7wrIB(8)12 (228)
- 1+ (wr)2 1+ (3wr)2 + 1+ (5wr)2 - 1+ (7wr)2 +... .
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If the majority carriers are holes, the third and seventh harmonics will behave like

electrons because of their negative sign in Eq. 2.28. The detection of these harmon-

ies was performed on the cyclotron resonant absorption measurement in which the

third harmonic of p-type germanium disappears when the magnetic field is in the

[111] direction, the direction whieh has a three-fold symmetry [Dexter (1955)]. It is

questionable at present whether the Hall measurement would be sensitive enough to

detect such harmonies.

The simplest example of McClure's formalism is a circular hodograph on which

the tranverse velocity component is exactly sinusoidal. Consequently, there is only

a single Fourier coefficient different from zero which means that only B(O) exists in

Eqs. 2.25 and 2.26. Eq. 2.24 is then similar to Eqs. 2.10 and 2.11. The rectangular

hodograph was studied by Goldberg et al. (1957) who derived the Hall factor due to

such band structure (see section 2.5) of 0.5, in coincidence with the value obtained

from the geometrical technique by Allgaier (1967). The warped spherical surface of Si,

Ge, and SiGe can be considered as an intermediate case between a spherical surface

and cubic surface and therefore its Hall factor due to the energy surface is between

0.5 and 1.

The transformation of Eq. 2.24 from wave vector space into the mobility space

was proposed by Beck and Anderson (1987) which gives

loo s(p,) d
- -00 1+ (p,B)2 p"

loo s(p,)p,B d
- -00 1+ (p,B)2 p"

(2.29)

(2.30)

where s(p,) is the mobility-dependent conductivity density function or ''mobility spec-

trum". These equations can be considered as the general forms of Eqs. 2.19 and 2.20

where the number of carriers is infinite. If this mobility spectrum is solved accurately,

the interpretation of such mobility spectrum is as follows.

Assuming that there is only a 2DHG in a SiGe alloy heterostructure and no

parallel conduction present (see Fig. 1.2), the mobility spectrum should be as shown
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Figure 2.10: A possible mobility spectrum of SiGe alloy showing harmonics with
broadening features due to the energy-dependence of relaxation time.

in Fig. 2.10. It consists of several peaks which are the third, fifth, and seventh

harmonics. The height of each peak would indicate the magnitude of the Fourier

coeffcient B(m) while their broadening comes from the energy-dependence of the

relaxation time. Qualitatively, more harmonics will appear if the constant energy

contour deviates further away from a circular hodograph.

Another approach for the transformation of McClure's formalism was given by

Kolodziejczak (1961) with assumptions that the constant-energy surface is spherical

but the energy-wave vector dependence is nonparabolic. The magnetoconductivity

tensor then has the form of

(1xx(B) e ( I'(E) ) (2.31)- 371'2 1+ JJ2(E)B2 '

(1xy(B) eB ( I"(E) ) (2.32)- 371'2 1+ JJ2(E)B2 '

(A) - f (-'%;) AkD(E)dE, (2.33)

where E is an energy, k is a wave-vector, and io is the Fermi-Dirac function. D is the

transport dimensionality which is 2 for a two-dimensional carrier gas. The mobility

is dependent on the energy because the mobility is related to the relaxation time (r)

via
(E) = er(E)

JJ m* '
(2.34)
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where m* is an effective mass. Over a considerable range of energies, the relaxation

time for many semiconductors can be approximated as

(
E )-01

T(E) = TO kBT

where Toand a are constants [Smith (1978)]. Substitution of Eq. 2.35 into Eq. 2.34

(2.35)

gives

p,(E) = eTa (6r) -01 = J-Lo (_!£_)-OI
m* kBT

If one assumes that the energy-wave vector dependence is quadratic:

(2.36)

(2.37)

which is true for the wave vector near the zone centre,

dfo _ - fo(l - fo) 'V exp (-~)
- dE - kBT 'V kBT (2.38)

for nondegenerate carriers (fo « 1), and D = 2 for two-dimensional transport, the

average mobility from Eq, 2.33 is :

(2.39)

It follows that the mobility spectrum peaks can be described by the integrand:

(2.40)

where 80, p,o,and a are parameters to be optimised.

Figure 2.11 shows the transformation of the energy-dependent sheet conduc-

tivity into the mobility-dependent sheet conductivity. The energy-dependent sheet

conductivity s(E) (Eqs. 2.31-2.33) are combined with the energy-dependent wave

vector E(k) (Eq. 2.37) and with the scattering source p,(E) (Eq. 2.34).
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Figure 2.11: The transformation of the energy-dependent sheet conduction s(E) into
the mobility-dependent sheet conductivity s(IJ). E(k) is the band structure, which is
parabolic in this case, EF Fermi energy, kBT thermal energy, and IJ(E) the mobility
associated with scattering mechanisms (after Dziuba (1996)).
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2.5 Hall Factor

2.5.1 Conventional Approach

It is well known that the mobility measured by a low-field Hall measurement, or "

the Hall mobility", and a measurement in an absence of magnetic field (e.g that of

Haynes and Shockley experiment), or "drift mobility", differ by a Hall factor (TH)'

The Hall mobility (MH) and drift mobility (MD) are related by [Bube (1974)]

(2.41)

and TH usually deviates from unity which can be expressed as the product of factors

K and M.

K is concerned with the energy dependence of the relaxation time in a non-

degenerate gas which is

(2.42)

Any quantity A (72 or 7 for this case) can be averaged according to their energy

dependence as [Smith (1978)]

A E _ 1000E . N(E) exp ( -~) A(E)dE
( ( )) - 1000E· N(E) exp (- k!T) dE '

(2.43)

where N(E) is the density of states which has the form [Singh (1993)]

,f2m3/2 E1/2 , for 3-D system
11'21i3

N(E) = m EO , for 2-D system. (2.44)~
y'2m1

/
2 E-1/2 , for 1-D system11'1i

Because (72) is always greater than (7)2, K is therefore greater than unity. For

example, phonon scattering mechanism has Cl! = 0.5 (see Eq. 2.35) which gives

K = 1.18, while the ionized impurity scattering mechanism has Cl! = -1.5 which gives

K = 1.93.
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M is concerned with the anisotropy of the constant-energy surface (or contour

for 2D system) and the non-parabolic nature of the energy dispersion E(k). For

the conduction band, this nonspherical surface can be modelled via effective masses

mI, m2, m3 along three main axes (see Eq. 2.1) and [Bube (1974)]

M - 3(mi +m2 +m3) (2.45)
- m1m2m3 (_1 + _1 + _1 )2'

ml m2 m3

If the constant-energy surface is an ellipsoid of revolution so that m2 = m3 = 'Tnt and

m1 = mil and if 'Y = mdmt, we obtain

(2.46)

which is always less than unity. For the valence band, the constant energy surface is

too complex (see Eq. 2.2) to yield a simple form of M as Eq. 2.46 and we shall only

give the conclusion that M for the valence band is also less than unity [Bube (1974)].

2.5.2 The Mobility Spectrum Approach

From Eq. 2.41, one can see that the Hall factor ru is the ratio of Hall mobility to drift

mobility. Because the Hall mobility is the mobility measured at the low-magnetic field

(pB « 1) while the drift mobility is the mobility measured at the high-magnetic field

(pB » 1) [Swanson (1955)], we then obtain

RH(B -+ 0) PX1l(B -+ 0)
r» = RH(B -+ 00) = Pxy(B -+ 00)' (2.47)

By using Eqs, 2.13, 2.19, and 2.20 and using the notation s, = nielli, we then obtain

lim PX1l
Ei Billi- (Ei 8i)2'8-+0

lim PX1l
1

- E·.!i'8-+00 Ip.;

(2.48)

(2.49)

which gives

(2.50)

Notes that the sheet conductivity s, is always positive and the mobility J.Li is positive

for holes and negative for electrons. We shall now consider the range of this factor.
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Case I : A group of carriers of only one type (i.e holes or electrons)

The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality states that

(2.51)

If we set ai = f!f: and bi = ySiiii, we then obtain

(2.52)

(2.53)

Therefore, the Hall factor of a group of one type of carriers is always not less than

unity. This conclusion is found to be equivalent to that obtained from Eq. 2.42.

Case II : A group of mixed majority holes and minority electrons

Assuming that there are m holes, n electrons, and both mobilities are positive values

(Le. the following J.Li and J.Lj > 0), the Hall scattering factor is calculated step by step

as follows:

(2.54)

(2.55)

(2.56)

The first term in Eq. 2.56 is always greater than or equal to unity, which has the

same effect as Eq. 2.42, while the second term, which is always greater than zero,

reduces the Hall factor. This result suggests that the influence of band structure is

similar to that of n-type minority carrier in a p-type medium. It is also true for the

opposite case of p-type minority in an n-type medium.
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In fact, electron-like behaviour in the valence band has been widely discussed

in the literature. Consider the solution of Boltzmann's equation for the anisotropic

band structure case at low-magnetic field, in which a current density (J) is expressed

as a power series in magnetic field :

(2.57)

where ~ is the electric field. For the current along the x-axis and B along the z-axis,

2 f dk 2810
-e 411"2 TVx dE'

e
2 f dk 2810 [8Vy 8Vy]-h 411"2 TVx dE Vx 8ky - Vy 8k

x
•

(2.58)

(2.59)

Fu et al. (1996) showed that the 8vy/8kx term is not zero for a nonparabolic non-

spherical band structure. Because this term has a negative sign, it behaves as if

electrons contribute to transport in the valence band.

2.6 The Calculation of Hall mobility and Drift mo-

bility from the Mobility Spectrum

Consider the region of the mobility spectrum which contains only a single peak, for

example, a peak at mobility J.to only in Fig. 2.10. The definition of Hall mobility

is the mobility obtained from the ratio between the low-field Hall coefficient to the

zero-field resistivity:
RH(B ~ 0)

/-lH = .
Pxx(B = 0)

By using Eqs. 2.12, 2.13, 2.19, and 2.20, one can easily obtain

u. L.i SiP,i
".H-

- L.i Si .

(2.60)

(2.61)

By substitution of Eq, 2.50 into Eq, 2.41, we obtain the drift mobility

Eisi
P,D = L. II".=, po,

(2.62)
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Alternatively, we can calculate J.1D from the definition that

(2.63)

because it is well known that the true carrier density (i.e when the Hall factor is unity)

can be obtained from the Hall measurement if the magnetic field is high (J.1B ~ 1)

[Swanson (1955)]. It must be emphasized here that Eq. 2.62 is only applicable for a

single peak. The calculation of the drift mobility using all peaks in Fig. 2.10 will be

incorrect because the third and seventh harmonics behave like electrons, resulting in

an underestimated carrier density from the high-field Hall measurement.

From Eqs. 2.61 and 2.62, we can understand how to obtain these values graphi-

cally by considering asymptotes of magneto conductivity tensor as shown in Fig. 2.12.

The cross-over beween a zero-field Uxx and low-fielduxy yields the magnetic field which

is an inverse of Hall mobility :

(2.64)

while that between a zero-field Uxx and high-field uxy is

E e,.~
s ,.,.. -1BD = __ I = J.1D .

Ei Si
(2.65)

The dimensions of Eqs, 2.64 and 2.65 may appear to be incorrect but it should be

noted that the product J.1B is equal to tan(OH), where OH is the Hall angle, which has

no unit [Beer (1963)].

2.7 Shubnikov-de Haas Oscillation and Quantum

Hall Effect

At a SijSiGe heterojunction, the motion of carrier gases in the growth (z) direction

are confined by an approximately triangular potentential well. In this direction, the

carrier are in bound states of the well known discrete level "subbands" (En). When a
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Figure 2.12: Asymptotes of (Jxx and (Jxy from which the Hall mobility, drift mobility,
and Hall factor are deduced. The (Jxx and (Jxy are shown here as schematic picture
only.
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high-magnetic field is applied in the z-direction, perpendicular to the heterointerface,

the motion of carrier gases in the x - y plane will also become quantised into the

Landau levels with energy (l + ~)1iwe, where We is the cyclotron angular frequency

and l = 1,2,3 .... Each Landau level can also be split further into two sublevels due

to the interaction of the up-spin and down-spin (Zeeman splitting effect). Therefore,

the total energy of carrier gases becomes

Energy - En + ELandau ± E,piR7

ELandau
1

- (I + 2)1iwe, 1=0,1,2, ... ,

E,pin - gJ.LBB,

(2.66)

(2.67)

(2.68)

where 9 is the effective g-factor and J.LBis the Bohr magneton.

Figure 2.13(a) shows the Landau levels which are a series of delta functions.

In a real sample, the imperfection of the crystal and the presence of impurities cause

the broadening of each Landau level (Fig 2.13(b) and (c)). When the magnetic field
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Figure 2.13: (a) The Landau level density of states with zero scattering (b,c) and in
the presence of broadening due to scattering. The shaded region indicates filled with
electrons. Two positions of the chemical potential (Fermi energy) are shown.

is increased, the energy luo; will increase almost linearly (we = eB/m*) and the Fermi

level, which is roughly constant, will pass through these levels alternatively. At T

'" 0 K where the Fermi-Dirac distribution is a step function, if the Fermi level lies

at the minimum density of states (Fig. 2.13(c)), there is no empty state for conduc-

tion and therefore the conduction is minimum. On the other hand, when the Fermi

level is at the maximum density of states (Fig. 2.13(b)), there are plenty of empty

states for conduction and the conductivity will be maximum. As the temperature is

increased, this will cause the Fermi-Dirac distribution function to become "smeared

out" around the Fermi level. However, as long as lua; ~ kBT, the general picture

that the conductivities oscillates dramatically as the field is swept remains true.

The oscillation of magnetoresistance can be used to calculate the carrier den-

l---O

D{E)
(a) (b)
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sity. For a parabolic band near zero wave vector,

h?kl = (l ~)hw
2m* + 2 c

(2.69)

or
2eB
Ii . (2.70)

The number of states per unit area per Landau level is therefore

(2.71)

Because the number of states is constant, the increase in magnetic field will therefore

reduce the number of occupied Landau levels in such a way that the magnetoresistance

will oscillate with the periodicity in ~ from which the carrier density can be obtained:

~(~) =~B lui,' (2.72)

Another feature associated with SdH oscillation is a quantum Hall plateau due to

changing of Landau level. The Hall resistivity when the magnetoresistance goes to

minimum is given by

B h 25812.8
Pxy=RHB=-=-.-= . 0,

Nse Je2 J
(2.73)

where j is a filling factor. A typical SdH oscillation and quantum Hall plateu are

shown in Fig. 2.14. At low magnetic field, the decreasing magnetoresistance with

increasing magnetic field is associated with the weak localisation and carrier-carrier

interaction [Plews et al. (1997)] while at very high field a spin splitting can be ob-

served. If the spin splitting is not observed, only even filling factors will be seen in

Hall plateaux, otherwise both odd and even filling factor will be resolved.

A small signal SdH oscillation can be described as [Whall et al. (1994), Singh

(1993)] !(n = R. V Sin:(W) exp ( ~~a)cos C":;n.) , (2.74)
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Figure 2.14: The Shubnikov de-Haas oscillation and quantum Hall plateaux of a
modulation-doped p-type Si/SiO.87Geo.13/Siat 0.337 K.
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where po(T) is related to the Boltzman conductivity, the prefactor R, is associated

with Zeeman splitting, and V is usually set equal to 4 [Schoenberg (1984)]. The

quantity W is defined as
W = 2'1rkTm*

neB
(2.75)

Equation 2.74 can be viewed as an amplitude which increases with increasing magnetic

field and decreases with increasing temperature and effective mass, multiplying a

cosine wave whose frequency is determined by carrier density n, and magnetic field.

Within this thesis framework, the SdH oscillations are studied in the temperature

range 0.3-1.5 K approximately and are theoretically scaled up to higher temperatures

to estimate the temperature where classical transport commences. The effective mass

m" and a can be obtained by the following procedure :

1. Choosing a value of m" to plot In( a;os~;~~1If))against I-I~ for various magnetic

fields. A straight-line fit yields a slope of -'Ira.

2. Use preceding a to plot In( a:;",) against In (sin~1If))- ;~. If the chosen effective

mass is correct, this plot will give a straight line with a slope of unity.

2.8 Scattering Mechanisms

The mobility is known to be affected by several scattering sources that perturb the

potential from the ideal Bloch periodic form. Each scattering mechanism is known

to have a certain dependence on the temperature and the carrier concentration or

density. In table 2.3, we catagorize the known scattering mechanisms which occur in

a bulk material. For our modulation-doped structure, the additional scatterings at

the Si/SiGe interface are also of concern. These are studied in the form of interface

roughness scattering and interface impurity scattering. Several scattering mechanisms

can be combined according to the "Mathieson's rule", in which each mechanism is

assigned a certain scattering rate (*) and these are summed linearly to yield a total
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Table 2.3: The summary of scattering mechanisms present in bulk and 2D transport
(after Nag (1980»).

scattering rate (_1_). This rule applies exactly in the case of extremely degenerate
'Ttotat

carriers but is also often used for nondegenerate carriers. The mobility is related to

the total scattering rate as J.1.= e < Ttotal > [m", where the average function <> is

defined in Eq. 2.43. It should be mentioned that the scattering rate is also energy

dependant. Ifeach scattering rate has the same energy dependence, the total mobility

can be simplified further as

_1_ =L _!_, (2.76)
J.Ltotal i J.Li

where J.Li is the mobility corresponding to each scattering mechanism. It can be seen

that the total mobility J.1.total will be limited by the scattering mechanism that has the

least corresponding mobility. Therefore, the process of improving the total mobility

of the material is to identify which mechanism limits the overall mobility. We shall

only discuss the important scattering mechanism qualitatively and suggest the reader

refers to the work done by Laikhtman and Kiehl (1993), Gold and Dolgopolov (1986),

Ando et al. (1982), and Emeleus et al. (1993) for rigorous quantitative details.
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Figure 2.15: 4K Hall mobility versus alloy thickness of p-type modulation-doped
Si/Sio.87Geo.13/Siheterostructure. The carrier density is approximately equal of mean
value 2.5 ±0.5x 1011 cm-2 and a 40 nm setback (after Whall et al. (1993)).

2.8.1 Remote Impurity Scattering

The remote impurity scattering is caused by the ionized acceptors comprising the de-

pleted part of the doped region near the quantum well. The strength of this scattering

is reduced when the 2DHG carrier density and/or the spacer thickness is increased.

It is now well-established that this kind of scattering does not limit the mobility.

2.8.2 Interface Roughness Scattering

The interface between SiGe alloy and Si is not completely flat because one or two

monolayers of Ge are effectively random at the interface and the growth process can

involve both 2D and 3D mode (see section 5.2.1). In theory, this roughness is charac-

terised by the roughness height and the correlation length which are correlated into a
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Gaussian distribution. A recent study on the surface morphology of modulation doped

Si/SiGe heterostructures has revealed that the surface can be described by three differ-

ent wavelength roughness; /-Lm-scaleroughness arising from misfit dislocation formed

to relieve strain, 100 nm-scale roughness associated with 3D growth of channel layers,

and the atomic scale roughness with wavelengths of 1-10-nm [Feenstra et a1. (1995)].

The interface roughness scattering will be maximum when the correlation length is

approximately the inverse of Fermi wave vector.

The effect of the surface roughness on the mobility was studied in the in-

version layer Si-MOSFET by Yamanaka et al. (1996) who showed that at room

temperature, the effective mobility decreases monotonically from 1400 cm2y-1s-l for

the root-mean-squared (RMS) roughness height of 0.21 nm (control sample) to 600

cm2y-1s-l for RMS roughness height of 4.5 nm. For SiGe/Si heterostructures, the

roughness is at the SiGe/Si interface and its effect on the mobility can be indirectly

linked to the quantum well width. The scattering will increase when the well width is

reduced because the carriers are forced closer to the interface. It has been predicted

that at temperatures below 20 K the interface roughness scattering will be domi-

nant when the well width is 4 nm or less [Gold (1987), Penner et al. (1998)]. The

experimental result of the Hall mobility versus alloy thickness of p-type modulation-

doped Si/Sio.87GeO.13/Siheterostructure at 4 K, as shown in Fig. 2.15, confirmed

that the mobility decreases with decreasing well width and drops abruptly when

the alloy thickness is less than I'V 18 nm [Whall et al. (1993)]. A similar study but

of modulation-doped n-type strain Si on relaxed Sio.8Geo.2also shows that the mo-

bility monotonically decreases from 50,000 cm2y-1s-l for 20-nm well width to 100

cm2y-1s-l for l.3-nm well width [Yutani and Shiraki (1996)]. This decreasing trend

also occurs for 2DEG in AIAs/GaAs in thin quantum well thickness « 6 nm) where

the electron mobility decreases proportionally to the well width to the power of 6

[Sakaki et al. (1987)]. It should be noted that even though thicker quantum well

will decrease this scattering, there is a limit in quantum well thickness for a given
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germanium composition to maintain the strain within SiGe alloy (see section 5.2.1).

2.8.3 Phonon Scattering

Phonon or lattice vibration scattering is an intrinsic property of materials which is

very important at high temperature. It can be expected to cause three different

types of electronic transitions, i.e. transitions between states within a single valley

via acoustic phonon (intravalley acoustic-phonon scattering) and optical phonon (in-

travalley optical-phonon scattering), and transitions between different valleys (inter-

valley scattering). The intravalley acoustic-phonon scattering involves phonons with

low energies and is almost an elastic process while the intravalley optical-phonon

scattering is induced by optical phonons of low momentum and high energy, which is

negligible in silicon. The intervalley scattering can be induced by high-momentum,

high-energy phonons, which can be of either acoustic or optical-mode nature.

The temperature dependence of lattice-scattering mobility in pure bulk ger-

manium is T-1.66 for electrons and T-2.33 for holes in the temperature range 100-300

K [Morin (1954)] while in pure bulk silicon it is T-2.42 for electrons and T-2.2 for

holes. Kawaji (1969) formulated the theory of two-dimensional lattice scattering for

electrons or holes in a semiconductor inversion layer and predicted that its mobility

will have the temperature dependence of T-1 instead, due to the reduced trans-

port dimensionality. Experimentally, the power of temperature in the range -1- -1.5

has been observed for the acoustic phonon and less than -2 for the optical phonon

[Ando et al. (1982)]. Even though the quantum confinement enhances the low tem-

perature mobility, at room temperature, Bhaumik et al. (1993) investigated the

interaction between holes confined in a strained Sh-zGez quantum well and acoustic

and optical phonons theoretically and suggested that the confinement of holes does

not provide any significant reduction in carrier scattering over bulk-pseudomorphic

SiGe layers. This is because in the former case the large number of subbands avail-

able to the carrier into the quantum well while the latter case considers only the
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heavy-hole to light-hole and heavy-hole to heavy-hole scattering.

2.8.4 Alloy Scattering

The distribution of Si and Ge atoms in SiGe alloy is typically in a random manner.

This random process gives rise to fluctuations in the potential which decreases the

alloy-limited mobility. The addition of Ge into pure Si decreased the low temper-

ature mobility from exceeding 30,000 cm2V-1s-l to less than 3000 cm2V-1s-1 for

Sio.SSGeO.12alloy [Venkataraman et al. (1993)]. The alloy scattering is described by

two main parameters, the composition and the alloy potential. According to the the-

ory, the alloy scattering is maximum for Sio.5Geo.5and, at high temperature where

the screening is negligible, the alloy scattering has no temperature dependence. The

value of alloy potential ranging from 0.2 to 0.9 eV has been reported in the past

but is believed not to be higher than 0.6 eY [Kearney and Horrell (1998)]. The dif-

ference between band gap energies of Si and Ge of 0.43 eY has also been adopted

[Emeleus et al. (1993)].

2.8.5 Interface Impurity Scattering

The interface impurity scattering is important for low carrier density ('" 1011 cm-2)

and at low temperature. Basaran et al. (1994) reported the high mobility of 19,820

cm2y-1s-1 at 7 K in Sio.93Geo.o7and 11,100 at 4 K in Sio.s7GeO.13,employing the

high growth temperature which was primarily to reduce interface charge scattering.

A value of interface impurity density between -7 to 2x 1010 cm -2 was obtained by CY

profiling technique in the sample grown under our MBE [Brighten et al. (1993)].
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Chapter 3

A Critical Review of Mobility

Spectrum Analysis

3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the numerical analyses that can be used to solve the mobility

spectrum problem. In section 3.2, the mathematical form of the magnetoconductivi-

ties are explained in analogy with an inverse problem. This is followed by a discussion

of a conventional multicarrier fitting method, the limitations of which are explained.

Then, the calculation method proposed by Beck and Anderson (1987), an iterative

technique by Dziuba and Gorska (1992), a Quantitative Mobility Spectrum Analy-

sis (QMSA) by Antoszewski et al. (1995), and an improved Quantitative Mobility

Spectrum Analysis (i-QMSA) by Vurgaftman et al. (1998) are discussed.
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3.2 Mathematical Considerations

3.2.1 Inverse Problem

Solving for s(J..L) from Eq. 2.29 and 2.30 is mathematically known as an inverse

problem of the Fredholm integral of the first kind which has the general form [Press

et al. (1992)]

F(y) = / K(x, y) . G(x)dx, (3.1)

where K(x, y) is a kernel function. The general difficulty in this inverse problem is

that this equation is often extremely ill-conditioned, i.e the solution G(x) obtained

by inverting the kernel is extremely sensitive to small changes or errors in F(y).

Moreover, because the kernel smooths function G(x) over a specific range of x, without

having F(y) covering sufficient range in y, the inversion procedure will lead to lost

information in G (x).

From a mathematical viewpoint, four aspects should be considered before at-

tempting to calculate G(x), namely the existence, uniqueness, construction, and sta-

bility of the solution [Parker (1977)]. The proof of existence of the solution is generally

omitted by physicists because the quantity G(x) is usually a physical parameter. The

uniqueness of the solution is also ignored but it can be empirically tested by the sim-

ulation of synthetic data where G(x) is known. The questions of construction and

stability are of most concern, because the solution could be in disagreement with any

prior assumption and the error could destabilise the solution.

3.2.2 Kernel Functions

There are two limiting cases that should be firstly considered, viz. a constant and

delta function kernel. For the former case, F(y) is constant because there is no y-

dependency and there are infinite solutions G(x). For the latter case, F{y) is just

G{x) due to the property of delta function, i.e. 6(x, y) = 1 when x = y.
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Consider the kernel functions in the magnetoconductivity problem which are

denoted by Kxx(/-L, B) and KxY(/-L, B) and have the following forms:

1
(3.2)

1+ (/-LB)2'
/-LB (3.3)

The quantities /-L and B are mutual and therefore can be regarded as one parameter

(/-LB). The plot of the Kxx and Kxy functions against /-LB is shown in Fig. 3.1. Four

asymptotic lines associated to the high and low-field limits of Uxx and uxy are also

shown. The cross-over between asymptotes indicates the region where the dependency

of the kernel on /-LB is strongest and that is the region around /-LB = 1, which will be

called a "unity condition". This means that, for our 12-Tesla system, the minimum

mobility that the mobility spectrum will resolve is '" 833 cm2y-1s-l, an inversion of

12 T. It has been suggested that the lowest mobility that can be resolved for 12 T

can be as low as '" 300 cm2y-1s-l because the unity condition is the situation where

a carrier deviates one radian of arc before scattering, but the applied magnetic field

can exert an influence on a carrier as soon as it begins to spiral or, in other words,

at much lower value of /-LB than unity [Antoszewski and Faraone (1996)].

3.3 Physical Limitations

Mathematically, the magnetic field should be as high as possible so that the kernel

functions can cover a sufficient range. However, there are two physical limitations that

should be considered. Firstly, the relaxation-time approximation (Eq. 2.22) is gener-

ally applicable when the energy transfer per scattering is zero or small compared with

the Fermi energy. This includes elastic scattering such as ionized impurity scattering

which involves no energy transfer, and acoustic-phonon scattering which involves a

small energy transfer. Optical-phonon scattering is an inelastic process associated

with a large energy transfer per scattering event and therefore the relaxation-time
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approximation may not hold [Kim et al. (1993)].

Secondly, the magnetic field might affect the carrier density, mobility, or the

relaxation time. Panaev et a1. (1993) suggested that the influence of magnetic field

on the transport relaxation time occurs when the Lamor radius is comparable to

the effective range of interaction with scatterers. In other words, in the mobility

spectrum problem, the magnetic field should not bend the electron trajectory within

the scattering range. Another example is a report on a carrier freezout effect, observed

in a lowly-doped narrow gap HgTe sample, in which an additional peak in the mobility

spectrum occurs closely to the mobility of inversion of freezout field. This peak

compensates for the reduction in carrier density because of the widening gap with

increasing magnetic field [Beck et a1. (1988)]. In addition, in 6-doped GaAs, the 6-

well may also be changed by the magnetic field when the depopulation of the highest

subband occurs when EF - Ei ~ &.lc/2 [Panaev et a1. (1993)].

The mobility spectrum problem is obviously inapplicable where Shubnikov-de

Haas oscillation emerges or, according to Beck and Anderson (1987), when there is

a negative magnetoresistance. However, recently, Dziuba et a1. (1999) demonstrated
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that the mobility spectrum can be used to analyse the negative-magnetoresistance

in Ino.53G~.47As/lnP heterostructures by assuming that there is a magnetic field

dependent mobility.

3.4 Numerical Analyses

3.4.1 Multicarrier Fitting

By using Eqs, 2.12 and 2.13,or Eqs. 2.19 and 2.20, with predefined number of carrier

species, each J..Liand ni can be identified by using a standard fitting procedure such as

the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [Marquardt (1963)]. The merit of fit determined

by a chi-square test is defined as [Press et al. (1992)]

X2 = f: [Yi - y(x; ~1 •.. a2N )]2 ,
i=l a~

(3.4)

where Yi is sheet resistivity, Hall coefficient, longitudinal magneto conductivity, or

transverse magnetoconductivity, and ai's are a set of sheet carrier density and mobil-

ity.

The choice of quantities which should be used for the fitting depends on the

range of mobilities and magnetic fields available. When considering the kernel Kxx

and Kxy, one can obviously see that it is mathematically impossible to use magne-

toconductivity tensor components (Eqs. 2.19 and 2.20) directly for the carrier with

J..LBmax < 1 because the data is virtually "incomplete". It should be noted that in

the modulation-doped structure, the 2DHG mobility is much higher than the supply

layer and therefore the data which is considered "incomplete" for the supply layer is

not necessarily "incomplete" for the 2DHG, for the same magnetic field range. To

increase the sensitivity, their derivatives with respect to the magnetic field might

be used but the problem will be harder to solve because it become non-linear with

respect to the mobility and carrier density.
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3.4.2 Beck and Anderson Mobility Spectrum (BA)

Beck and Anderson (1987) developed a mobility spectrum calculation by applying

the theorem of Krein [Krein (1962)] to Eqs. 2.29 and 2.30. The calculation consists

of two steps namely a "physical test" and the determination of the envelope function.

The physical test checks the validity of the data by calculating the eigenvalues of

an associated matrix of the data, which have to be non-negative. These eigenvalues

and corresponding eigenfunctions are then used to calculate the envelope function

or "mobility spectrum", a mobility-dependent sheet conductivity. In the spectrum,

each carrier species exhibits itself as a peak and a peak coordinate directly gives

the mobility and sheet conductivity, and hence the carrier density. Because the

calculation is rather mathematically complex, we shall leave the numerical details to

Appendix A and only concentrate on the application from the experimental viewpoint.

An example of the BA analysis is presented in Fig. 3.2 for a synthetic data

set having 2 carrier species (n1 = 1012 cm-2, J.1.1= 1500 cm2y-1s-1, n2 = 1012 cm-2,

J-l2 = 2500 cm2y-1s-l). The synthetic data is generated at 8 magnetic field values

(see Figs. 3.2(a) and (b)). From the synthetic sheet resistivity and Hall coefficient,

the magnetoconductivity tensor components (O"X:I:' 0":1:1/) are calculated, using Eqs. 2.14

and 2.15. Before performing the BA analysis, all 8 data points are further grouped

combinatorially to form 56 data subsets, each consisting of 3 data points. It will

be shown later that a data subset of N + 1 data points is optimum for N carrier

species. The BA analyses are then applied to all 56 data subsets. We found that

not all, but 50, data subsets pass the physical test. This is quite astonishing because

even this case where there is no uncertainty involved, the BA analysis already rejects

some data subsets which are considered being "unphysical". And finally, we obtain

50 mobility spectra and the one which best fits all 8 data points is shown in Fig.

3.2(c). When this spectrum is converted into a mobility versus carrier density plot,

the peak coordinates remarkably yield the correct mobilities and carrier density of

carrier species we use for this simulation. It should be noted that when a data subset
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Figure 3.2: Typical calculation procedure for Beck and Anderson mobility spectrum
analysis. (a) and (b) are synthetic data generated from two carrier species: nl = 1012
cm-2 , J..ll = 1,500 cm2y-1s-l and n2 = 1012 cm=", J..l2 = 2,5000 cm2y-ls-1. The
spectrum after calculation is displayed in (c) and the carrier density is calculated and
displayed in (d).

is "unphysical" in the BA analysis, it does not mean that this data subset contains

unreal data. It merely says that it is impossible to calculate the mobility spectrum

for a given data subset. The characteristic of this data subset is inconsistent with the

magnetoconductivity model used (Eqs. 2.19 and 2.20).

To show that the data subset of 3 data points is optimum for 2 carrier species,

we perform the physical test of a data set of 25 data points using the same carrier

species. We use 25 data points, instead of 8, because this gives a higher number of

data subsets to be tested. Different numbers of data points per data subset are tested

and the result is shown in table 3.1. It reveals that when the number of data points
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Table 3.1: The physical tests for different set of data points selected from 25 data
points.

I Data points I Data Subsets I Physical I Percentage(%) I
2 276 276 100
3 2024 1895 94
4 10626 263 3
5 42504 15 rvO

used per data subset increase from 3 to 4, the number of data subsets that pass the

physical test decreases rapidly from 94% to 3% and almost none of data subsets of

4 data points pass the test. Data subsets that use 2 data points also pass the test

entirely (100%) but we found that the spectra from these data subsets contain only a

single peale In general, it is observed that the spectrum which is generated from the

data subset of N+ 1 data points, after passing the physical test, contains N peaks at

most. Therefore, we can conclude that the use of N + 1 data points per data subset

is optimum for the BA analysis of N carrier species and the number of carrier species

can be obtained by increasing the number of data points per data set, performing the

physical test, and checking when the physical percentage decreases dramatically.

The next simulation is to investigate the influence of the experimental error.

We use previous synthetic data set (25 data points) and perform the BA analysis of

3-data-point subsets. Prior to the BA analysis, randomly Gaussian-distributed errors

are mixed into the synthetic data. Because there are rv 1900 spectra, the plot of

all spectra would be difficult to observe. Instead, we produce a histogram plot of all

mobilites, associated to the peaks, of all spectra so that the consistency of the spectra

can be checked. The histogram at different errors are shown in Fig. 3.3. Without

intentional error (0%), the histogram consists of 2 main peaks having the mobility

windows very close to the expected values of 1500 and 2500 cm2V-1s-1• Because the

histogram peaks are very narrow, this implies that most spectra have the same peak ,
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at very close mobilities. As the error increases, an intermediate histogram peak at

mobility f'V 2100 cm2y-1s-1 starts to dominate while the original 2 histogram peaks

start to disappear. It can be postulated that this intermediate peak occurs because

some data subset does not cover sufficient magnetic-field range, Le. these 3 data

points are adjacent to each other on the magnetic field axis, and therefore only 1

peak can be obtained from the spectrum.

The histogram plot at 0% error is particularly of interest. It is conceivable

that, in principle, all mobility spectra should be the same for this case because they

are calculated from the same set of carrier species (the intentional error is equivalent

to the perturbation to carrier species and therefore randomly produces different sets

of carrier species). However, the width of each histogram peak is about 2-4 times the

window width (40 cm2Y-1s-1) which means that the spectra are not the same. There

must be some uncertainty present in the synthetic data. Indeed, this uncertainty

comes entirely from the round-off effect of the computer, the limitation of the number

of the digits the computer can handle, which can cause the error at the magnitude of

10-14 %. This round-off error is also believed to be responsible for an intermediate

histogram peak in the Oo/o-errorcase.

In summary, the BA analysis is regarded as a qualitative technique that yields

the number of carrier species and the estimate of mobility of each carrier species.

The mobility spectrum is not unique and extremely sensitive to the uncertainty in

the data.

3.4.3 Well-defined Mobility Spectrum Problem

The mobility spectrum problem is regarded as a well-defined problem when the num-

ber of mobility points is equal to the number of magnetic field points. The linear-
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equation sytem corresponding to Eq. 2.19 is then:

1

1 1
1+1L~B~ 1+1L~B~

and similarly for Eq. 2.20 :

J.£IBI
1+1L~B~

f'1B2
1+1L~B~

J.£2BI
l+f'~B~

f'2B2
1+1L~B~

where Six and SfY are defined as

1

(3.5)

O'xx(B1)

O'xx(B2)

- O'xx(B3)

J.£NBI
SfY O'x1/(B1)

l+f'~B~ S~Y O'x1/(B2)f'NB2
1+1L~B~ S:1I - O'x1/(B3) (3.6)
...........
J.£NBN

l+f'~B~ S: O'x1/(BN)

SiX - (nfo1e + ni,ectron) eu

SfY - (nfole - nflectron) eu.

(3.7)

(3.8)

There are 2N equations to be solved for 2N variables. However, a unique solution will

be obtained only if the rows ofN x N matrices are linearly independent of other rows.

It turns out that any Fredholm integral of the first kind (see Eq. 3.1) is ill-conditioned

which means that the rows are not linearly independent. In fact, the determinant of

ill-conditioned matrix is close to zero which prevents its use in matrix inversion. The

adverse effect of being ill-conditioned is that a round-off effect and small experimental

errors can be accumulated and magnified to be so large that the result becomes

meaningless, usually oscillating, whilst the merit of fit to the experimental data is

within the experimental error consideration. The degree of ill-conditioning can be

determined via a "condition number" (ON) which varies from unity for an identity

matrix, which has completely linearly independent rows, to infinity (see Appendix

B). The bigger the condition number is, the higher the ill-conditioning is.
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To improve the condition of the matrix (reducing the condition number), one

might use a "Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)" technique (see Appendix C)

which discards some equations that are linear combination of other equations and

hence reduces the condition number (see Fig. 3.4), or a Philips-Twomey regularisa-

tion, which smoothly improves the condition of the matrix via a single parameter (>.)

(see Fig. 3.5). The combination between SVD and Phillip-Twomey regularisation

was also proposed by Rothwell and Drachman (1989) which allows more freedom in

locating the optimum solution. However, even though significant improvements in

the spectrum is observed, the negativity in conductivity, and hence carrier density is

still unavoidable.

It is known that an iterative technique gives a more accurate result than any di-

rect technique (i.e. all preceding techniques). The iterative technique is self-correcting

and usually used to smooth the result from a direct technique. Shaw (1953) stated

that it is unlikely that an iterative method will lead to incorrect solution even for an

ill-conditioned matrix because there is no matrix manipulation involved. All coeffi-

cients in the matrix are used directly. This is in contrast to Rice (1981) who argued

that if the problem is ill-conditioned, then no amount of effort, trickery, or talent used

in the computation can produce accurate answers except by chance. In addition to

avoiding the matrix manipulation in the iterative technique, one can also acquire a

capability to directly impose a nonnegativity constraint for the conductivity variable.

Dziuba and Gorska (1992) were the first to solve the mobility spectrum problem

by the iterative technique. The mobility spectrum obtained by this technique is

unique because it exploits all data points. The iteration takes the form

Si,ic {:: Si,k-l + (a:P(Bi) - axx(Bi)) axx, (3.9)

S~1I ~ SX1l (a:~p(Bi) - axx(Bi»)
I,k""- i,k-l + Bi ax1l, (3.10)

where k represents the number of iteration and axx and ax1l,which are less than 1,

control the convergence speed. The plot of conductivities versus J-Li was found to 0s-

cillate around zero partial conductivity with the biggest positive partial conductivity
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Figure 3.4: The carrier density as a function of mobility, obtained from the Singular
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occurring at the mobility corresponding to the actual average mobility of the major-

ity group of carriers in the material. The oscillation means that some of the partial

conductivity is negative which is unphysical. An additional "smoothing procedure"

has been proposed to minimize this effect but it is found that the negative partial

conductivity cannot be entirely suppressed while maintaining an acceptable fit to the

data. In this iterative technique, a set of mobility points J..Liis arbitrarily chosen in

the range B;;;tn to B;;;!.x m2V-1s-1 where Bmin and Bmax are the minimum and max-

imum measured magnetic fields. The number of mobility points is then limited by

the number of measured magnetic field points and the lowest mobility is set by the

maximum magnetic field available.

Antoszewski et al. (1995) later used a Gauss-Siedel sussessive over-relaxation

method, which has been named a quantitative mobility spectrum analysis (QMSA),

which has the form

Sf x +wxx(1 + JL~B~) [O':P(Bi) - t 1 Sj:B~]
3=1 + J..L3 I

S~y + (1+ JL~Bl) [ exp(B.) _ ~ Sr . J..LjBi]
I wxy B O'xy I L..J 1 2B2

JLi i j=1 + J..Lj i

where Wxx and WXll are convergence parameters. Mathematically, the convergence

speed is improved because Sr and sty are used as soon as they become available

(3.11)

(3.12)

[Press et al. (1992)]. Examples of QMSA applications are for GaAs/ AIGaAs HBT

and HEMT structures [Antoszewski et al. (1997)], AIGaN/GaN [Dziuba et al. (1997):

and HgCdTe [Gui et al. (1997)]. The mobility range has been extended to values of

J..Lless than B;;;!.x by the extrapolation of experimental data to higher fields than

the maximum measured magnetic field [Meyer et al. (1997)]. Meyer et al. (1997)

showed the extrapolation to higher field by reproducing the known high-field asymp-

totic forms for O'xx(B) and O'xll(B) at J..LB ~ 1 and join smoothly with the magnitudes,

first derivatives, and second derivatives of O'zz(B) and O'z7l(B). Nonetheless, this can-

not be applied to the general case where J..LB never exceeds the unity and (1Z1l never

reaches the maximum A higher number of mobility points is also obtained by spline
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interpolation between the experimental data points. Even though these procedures

seem to overcome problems inherent in the iterative technique, the use of interpo-

lation and/or extrapolation of experimental data is questionable because there are

several interpolation and extrapolation techniques available and the modification of

original data prior to calculation is subject to investigator bias and error.

An improved quantitative mobility spectrum (i-QMSA) has removed the limi-

tation in the number of mobility points by not confining these to the value IJi =Bil

[Vurgaftman et al. (1998)](see "unity condition" in section 3.2.2). The range of mo-

bilities and the number of mobility points are then independent of the range and the

number of points of measured magnetic field. i-QMSA differs from the iterative tech-

nique and QMSA in that it minimizes the least square deviation of both conductivity

tensor and its derivative with respect to magnetic field, and updates only one carrier

for each iteration. In addition, empirical procedures (two/three-point swapping and

point elimination) for manipulating the mobility spectrum are introduced and shown

to improve the fits while smoothing the spectrum and making it "more physically

reasonable". Despite these refinements, it must be said that empirical procedures

are likely to be case-specific and are dependent on individual bias. Moreover, the

unity condition is still necessary in spite of their ignorance. This can be seen when

they realise that it is mostly the carrier according to the unity condition that to be

updated, because its modification produces the most fit within that iteration.

3.5 Conclusion

The mobility spectrum problem is equivalent to the inverse problem of the Fredholm

integral of the first kind. The mobility spectrum has been solved for so far by 4

different techniques namely the Beck and Anderson analysis, the iterative technique,

the Quantitative Mobility Spectrum Analysis (QMSA), and the improved QMSA (i-

QMSA). The difficulties in the problem can be divided into two main categories; the
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low carrier-mobility and the number of magnetic field points. The low carrier-mobility

requires the magnetic field data at very high field in order to fulfil the unity condition

while the experimental data needs the interpolation to make the number of magnetic

field points match the number of mobility points of the mobility spectrum. Both

requirements are lifted with the development of i-QMSA but its empirical procedures

are currently questionable.
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Chapter 4

Development of a

Maximum-Entropy Mobility

Spectrum (MEMS)

4.1 Introduction

In chapter 3, the development of the mobility spectrum problem is reviewed and it is

discovered that the mobility spectrum problem is equivalent to an inverse problem of

the Fredholm integral of the first kind. The inverse problem is, in general, a problem

in which one deduces the underlying information from an incomplete data. In the

mobility spectrum problem, the underlying information is a quasi-continuous mobil-

ity spectrum and the incomplete data is the magnetoconductivity tensor components

obtained in discrete magnetic field. One of the most versatile tools in inverse prob-

lem solving is a "maximum entropy" concept. It has been applied to many physics

problems, for example, the enhanced resolution of secondary ion mass spectroscopy

(SIMS) [Chu and Dowsett (1997)] and the image processing [Skilling (1984)]. In this

chapter, we will use this to solve the mobility spectrum and compare it to existing

mobility spectrum calculation techniques.
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4.2 Entropy and Information Theory

An "entropy" is a quantity used to measure the order of the system. By the law of

thermodynamics, any system will naturally change from order to disorder state. For

example, an sugar cube put into a glass of water will diffuse until its concentration

everywhere is equal- the disorder state. In the information theory, that sugar cube is

equivalent to 'knowledge'. The knowledge is only useful when it is in order or definite.

In other words, the uncertainty associated with that knowledge must be sufficiently

small. We can use the same entropy to describe the uncertainty of the knowledge

quantitatively.

Consider a real variable X that can have a set of outcomes {Xl! X2, X3, ••• , xn}
with probabilities {PI, 112, P3, ... ,Pn}, where all Pi > 0 and Et=1 Pi = 1. We can define

the entropy (uncertainty) of this variable as

n
H(X) = - LPilnpi.

i=l
(4.1)

Jaynes (1957) proved that the entropy is a unique way to measure the amount of

uncertainty represented by this probability distribution and if many distributions

are "equally possible", the one with maximum entropy is the least biased estimate

possible on the given information, i.e, it is maximally noncommittal with regard to

unmeasured (missing) information.

Consider a coin-tossing experiment in which the outcomes can be either "head"

(H), or "tail" (T). If we perform 100 tosses for 2 coins (coins A and B) and the

possibility of the outcomes are shown in table 4.1. The question is "what will be the

next outcome (H or T) for coin A and B?" Instinctively, we will be more confident to

predict the outcome of coin B as a head, than the outcome of coin A. This is because

the knowledge about coin B is more definite or has less uncertainty. In Fig. 4.1 we

plot the entropy of all possible outcomes using Eq. 4.1, from which we can see that

the entropy is maximum when the probabilities for head and tail are equal, i.e. 0.5.
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Table 4.1: The probabilities of the outcomes of two different coins.

I Coin I H I T I
A 0.48 0.52
B 0.96 0.04

0.30

0.25

0.20

~
0 0.15....-c:
W

0.10

Figure 4.1: The entropy as a function of head probability (PH).
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4.3 Maximum-Entropy Mobility Spectrum (MEMS)

The strategy is to consider the mobility spectrum in a form of a probability distri-

bution of several events. The probability is proportional to the partial conductivity

Si and each event is associated with a mobility J.,Li. From the information theory

viewpoint, prior to the measurement, there are no measured data and the most prob-

able distribution is justifiably an equal distribution among all events. As we start to

obtain the first few data points, they allow us to adjust the probability distribution

in such a way that the modified probability distribution produces a good fit to the

measured data. However, at this early stage, there are not enough data points to

produce a unique probability distribution because the number of the data points is

much less than the number of events. Consequently, there are many feasible prob-

ability distributions that agree well with all the data points. Rationally, one would

prefer to choose the probability distribution which is maximally noncommittal with

regard to unavailable (unmeasured) data. Examples of unavailable data are those

between two adjacent measured data points on the magnetic field axis and data at

higher magnetic fields than are available. Jaynes (1957) has shown that the most

likely probability distribution among feasible distributions can be found by assigning

an "entropy" to each probability distribution and choosing the one with the highest

entropy. Therefore, a new approach to mobility spectrum calculations is to combine a

minimization of deviation of the fit from measured data with entropy-maximization.

In analogy with the entropy defined in information theory, for the first time,

one can define the entropy of the mobility spectrum as
N

H(s) - - LPilnPi,

Si
Pi - ,

0'0

(4.2)

(4.3)

where s is a set of partial conductivities 8i, Pi is a probability of 8i, and 0'0 is the

conductivity at zero magnetic field. Within this formalism, holes and electrons have

nonnegative partial conductivities and their mobilities are positive and negative, re-
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spectively. Assume that the resistivity and Hall coefficient are measured at M differ-

ent magnetic fields, the summation of Eqs. 2.19 and 2.20 can be written in a matrix

form as

K·s O'
tot (4.4),

Kij 1+ I-LiBj (4.5)
1+ I-L~B~'

I 3

O'~ot
O'xx (Bj) + O'xy (Bj) (4.6)-3 0'0

where p is a set of probabilities Pi, i = 1... N, and j = 1... M. The probabili-

ties of mobility spectrum having maximum entropy is obtained from the method of

Lagrangian multipliers [Jaynes (1957)] which gives

Pi = exp (-AO - t AjKji) ,
3=1

(4.7)

where Aj is a Lagrangian multiplier. Because Ef:1 Pi = 1, Ao can be represented in

terms of other Ai'S as

exp (>.0) = ~ exp ( - t.>.;K;,) .
By substitution of Eq. 4.7 into Eq. 4.4 and using Eq. 4.8, one arrives at an implicit

(4.8)

set of M nonlinear-equations

(4.9)

which have M unknown Lagrangian multipliers.

Agmon et al. (1979) showed that these nonlinear equations can be solved

by recasting the problem of determining the Lagrangian multipliers as a variational

problem. The set of Lagrangian multipliers which satisfies Eq. 4.9 can be obtained

indirectly by finding a minimum of a concave function

(4.10)
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Using successive approximations [Hollis et al. (1992)]' the maximum-entropy mobil-

ity spectrum is achieved by iteration of Eq. 4.7 and the following equation:

..x (new) = ..x (old) _ a (a~ot - ~ K, opo)
) ) fJ) L.J)1 1 ,

;=1
(4.11)

where (3 is an adjusting parameter, until the set of probabilities Pi converges. The

advantages of using the maximum-entropy approach are as follows.

1. The partial conductivity is guaranteed to be nonnegative according to Eqs. 4.3

and 4.7.

2. The number of mobilities can be higher than the number of magnetic fields.

3. A mobility f-ti does not necessitate a measurement at a field of B = ILil. Conse-

quently, no interpolation or extrapolation is required, as QMSA does, in order

to extend the range of mobilities to higher values than B;tn or lower values than

B-1max·

In the following sections, MEMS is compared to the QMSA and i-QMSA. The

comparison with Beck and Anderson analysis is unnecessary because BA analysis is

a qualitative technique while MEMS is a quantitative technique.

4.4 Comparisons between QMSA and MEMS

To demonstrate the MEMS technique, a synthetic data set is generated and MEMS

and QMSA analyses are performed. The synthetic data set is calculated for two

carriers with n1 = 1 x lOll cm=", ILl = 2000 cm2V-ls-1, 112 = 1 X 1011 cm-2, and

J.L2 = 6000 cm2V-ls-t, and with 30 magnetic fields equally spaced from 0 to 10

tesla. The mobilities in synthetic data are chosen to be high enough (J.£iBmax > 1)

so that QMSA does not require extrapolation of the synthetic data. The number

of mobility points in the spectrum is 200 which are spaced equally in log-scale for

QMSA and linear-scale for MEMS. The QMSA uses a cubic spline interpolation to
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obtain 200 data points while MEMS uses only the available 30 data points. The

mobility range is between 103 and 104 cm2y-1s-l for holes, and between _103 to

-104 cm2y-1s-l for electrons, and the iteration continues until the spectrum does

not change significantly which is typically around 100,000 iterations for QMSA and

20,000 iterations for MEMS. The number of iterations is presently not a serious

issue because only the number of resolved peaks from QMSA and MEMS will be

compared, not the shape of the peaks (see section 6.3.3 for further details). The

adjustable parameter ({3) for all MEMS analyses is 0.2 which gives smooth and stable

convergence.

Figure 4.2 shows the normalised mobility spectrum obtained from both tech-

niques for synthetic data sets with different errors in resistivity and Hall coefficient.

For the "no error" case, both techniques yield the same spectra consisting of two

well-separated peaks, corresponding to two carrier species having mean mobilities of

J.-tland J.-t2. As the errors increase, each peak in the QMSA spectrum splits into two

sharp peaks while MEMS comfortably maintains its initial two peaks. Consequently,

the number of carrier species obtained from MEMS will be much more accurate. For

higher values of error (0.5 and 1.0 %), MEMS also starts to show an artifact around

the electron mobility of -1000 cm2y-ls-1. It should be noted that the initial peaks

continue to dominate while the artifact is easily spotted as an incomplete peak.

Figure 4.3 demonstrates how the MEMS calculation evolves when the true

mobility spectrum corresponds to Gaussian distributions. The ratio of the standard

deviation to mean mobility of the Gaussian distributions is set to be 0.1 and the true

distributions are shown as solid lines. After 300,000 iterations, which takes around

5 minutes on a computer running a 450 MHz Pentium III processor, the MEMS

closely resembles the true distribution. The smoothness of MEMS is a very interesting

feature that cannot be achieved by any other existing mobility spectrum techniques.

The shape of MEMS should provide information about the energy dependence of the

relaxation time and the wave vector dependence of the constant energy "surface" as
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Figure 4.2: Comparisons between QMSA and MEMS spectra of synthetic data sets
for two carrier species (nl = 1x 101lcm-2, /-Ll = 2000 cm2V-1s-1, n2 = 1 x 1011 cm-2,
/-L2 = 6000 cm2V-1s-1), subject to various errors in Pxx and RH. Conductivity ranges
of each spectrum are scaled differently for clearer comparisons.
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Figure 4.3: The MEMS for a synthetic data set corresponding to two carrier species :
nl = 1 x 101lcm-2, P,l = 2000 cm2y-ls-1, n2 = 1 x 1011 cm-2, P,2= 6000 cm2y-1s-1.
Each carrier species is assumed to have a Gaussian distribution of mobilities with a
fractional standard deviation of 0.1, which is represented by the thick solid line.

first postulated by Beck and Anderson (1987).

Another attractive feature of MEMS is the ability to recover the conductivity

of low-mobility carriers below the limitation set by B;!x, without any modifications to

the main calculation and without the need for empirical procedures. To demonstrate

this, the synthetic data set is generated for two carriers having n1 = 1x 1013cm-2 ,

P,1= 200 cm2y-ls-l, n2 = 1 x 10l2cm-2, and P,2= 1500 cm2y-1s-1, with 0.1 %

error in Pxx and RH, and 30 magnetic field points equally spaced from 0 to 10 tesla.

The MEMS is carried out for 500,000 iterations and the result is shown in Fig. 4.4.

Two peaks at the mobilities P,1and P,2are clearly resolved. It should be noted that

we choose mobilities which are distributed equally on logarithmic scale so that the

low-mobility peak does not overlap the high-mobility peak.

To summarize, the MEMS technique can produce a mobility spectrum accu-

rately, revealing the correct number of carrier species, and is less sensitive to ex-

perimental error. A good fit can be obtained within a reasonable calculation time

and the low-mobility (JLlow) carrier contribution with P,'owBmax < 1can be extracted
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Figure 4.4: A MEMS of two carriers (nl = 1 x 1013cm-2, 1-'1= 200 cm2V-1s-1,
n2 = 1 x 1011 cm-2, 1-'2= 1500 cm2V-1s-1) subject to 0.1% error in Pxx and RH.

successfully, provided the higher-mobility (J.Lhigh) carrier has J.Lhi9hBmo.x ~ 1.5.

4.5 Comparisons between i-QMSA and MEMS

In this section, we will compare the mobility spectra which are obtained from i-QMSA

and MEMS techniques. The i-QMSA analysis was performed by using the computer

programme developed at Lakeshore Cryogenic Ltd, the detail of which can be found

in Vurgaftman et al. (1998).

The first comparison is to consider the i-QMSA spectrum for the synthetic

data that was previously used to produce MEMS in Fig. 4.2. The i-QMSA for ''no-

error" and "0.5%-error" cases are shown in Fig. 4.5. For the ''no-error'' case, i-QMSA

yields the same result as MEMS but MEMS is slightly smoother. For "0.5%-error",

i-QMSA still maintains its two original peaks quite well but with the appearance of

one unknown electron peak at the mobility around 15,000 cm2V-1s-1, which can be

mistaken as the third carrier. This again emphasizes the benefit of using MEMS that

it is less likely to give a wrong number of peaks (the number of carriers). We have also
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noticed that both i-QMSA and MEMS for "0.5%-error" generate the same artefact

peak near the electron mobility of 1,000 cm2y-1s-l. In MEMS, when this happens,

it informs us that there might be a real peak outside the mobility range considered.

If this peak remains stationary when the mobility range is increased, it is then the

real peak, otherwise just an artefact.

Two more comparisons were made on the the room-temperature experimental

data from bulk GaN and a p-type High Electron Mobility Transistor (p-HEMT)

GaAs/ AIGaAs heterostructure provided by Lakeshore Cryogenic Ltd as the test data.

For the GaN sample, we found that i-QMSA and MEMS yield quite similar peaks but

with the exception that MEMS is much smoother (see Fig. 4.6). Moreover, MEMS for

hole and electron join smoothly at zero mobility, the feature that cannot be achieved

by any other existing mobility spectrum calculation techniques.

For p-HEMT sample, we expect to see two peaks which correspond to the

high-mobility 2DEG and the low-mobility supply layer. However, because the product

JlBmax for this sample is very low (0.5), MEMS can only reveal one broad asymmetric

peak (see Fig. 4.7). This means that MEMS cannot separate them due to having

insufficient data (JlB < 1). It has been observed by the author in numerous cases,

without showing them here, that MEMS peak is symmetric, we then can try to extract

those two overlapped peaks by fitting 2-Gaussian peaks to the unsymmetrical MEMS

peak, which yields the mobilites at the peak of 4,500 and 700 cm2y-1s-l. These

mobilites are quite close to those obtained from the i-QMSA spectrum, which are

4,000 and 550 cm2y-ls-1.

4.6 Conclusion

A new approach to the mobility spectrum technique, based on maximum entropy,

has been developed. In contrast to all other existing methods of calculation, this

new technique does not require any supporting procedures or "unity condition" to
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Figure 4.5: i-QMSA mobility spectrum of synthetic data sets for two carrier species
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be satisfied. The number of data points on the magnetic field axis can be much less

than the number of mobility points. The low-mobility carrier species can also be de-

termined successfully provided a higher-mobility (J.Lhigh) carrier has J.LhighBmax ~ 1.5.

It is demonstrated that the present procedure yields useful results when the maxi-

mum measurement-error in resistivity and Hall coefficient is less than 0.25%, which

is attainable in most laboratories. Table 4.2 summarises the advantages and dis-

advantages of each mobility spectrum calculation technique. Because the resultant

mobility spectrum is extremely smooth, we expect that this new technique will serve

as a suitable tool for the study of energy-dependent relaxation times and band struc-

tures as predicted by Beck and Anderson (1987). The comparison between MEMS

and i-QMSA are made for both synthetic and experimental data and both techniques

are found to yield similar results. However, as MEMS uses less data points than i-

QMSA and without interpolation of experimental data, we can conclude that MEMS

outperforms i-QMSA in this manner.
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Table 4.2: The summary of advantages and disadvantages of each mobility spectrum
calculation technique.

METHOD ADVANTAGES DISADV~NTAGES \ ..

Beck and • high sensitivity to low- • No unique spectrum if there are
Anderson mobility carrier. high number of data points, from

Analysis (MSA) • require a few data points, which 2-6 data points are to be
typically between 2-6. chosen.

• The spectrum is an envelop, an
upper bound of all possible ~ectra.

Iterative • produces a unique • interpolation/extrapolation of data
technique and spectrum which is not an points are required.
Quantitative envelop. • low sensitivity to low-mobility
Mobility • use all available data carrier.
Spectrum points. • negative conductivity could occur.
Analysis • mirror/ghost peak effect.
(QMSA) • peak breaking due to experimental

errors.
improved - • empirical manipulation procedures
Quantitative are likely to be case-specific and
Mobility • improves the fit over difficult to implement.
Spectrum QMSA method. • peak breaking due to experimental
Analysis errors.
(i-QMSA)

• no inter/extrapolation is
required.

• gives smoother spectrum.
• less sensitivity to

experimental error, higher
Maximum- sensitivity to low-mobility
Entropy carrier.
Mobility • conductivity is always • the fit to the function Oxx + Oxx is
Spectrum positive. always good but the fits to Oxx and
Analysis • no empirical manipulation Oxx individually are sometimes
(MEMS) procedure. poor. Further investigation is

• produces a unique needed.
spectrum which is not an
envelop.

• use all available data
points.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Methods

5.1 Introduction

This chapter contains information about the experiments that were carried out during

the present Ph.D. course at The University of Warwick. The general principles of

MBE are given first in Section 5.2 which includes a discussion of how the strained

SiGe and boron-doped Si samples were grown (Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2). The device

fabrication procedures for the van der Pauw and Hall bar are then given in Section

5.3, followed by the details of the cryostats in Section 5.4, and how the resistivity and

Hall coefficent are measured and calculated in Section 5.5.

5.2 Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE)

The MBE machine used to grow the pseudomorphic SiGe structures is a commercial

Vacuum Generator V90S machine shown schematically in Fig. 5.1. It consists of two

main chambers which are connected via an isolation valve. Clean silicon substrates

are loaded into the first preparation chamber via the fast entry load-lock (FEL) and

stored there at a pressure of 10-9_10-10 mbar. The FEL avoids the entire system being

vented each time the new set of substrates is loaded. For the growth, the substrate
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Figure 5.1: The schematic picture of the V90S solid source molecular beam epitaxy
system used at The University of Warwick.
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is then transferred into the second chamber, the growth chamber, and placed on the

rotatable substrate holder. The typical base pressure in this chamber is around 10-11

mbar and rises to 10-9 during the growth process. The substrate holder is fitted with

a heater to provide a suitable temperature for 2D expitaxy. It also rotates, typically

at 60 r.p.m., to compensate for any inhomogeniety in the beam fluxes as well as

the nonuniformity of temperature. Si and Ge fluxes are generated by using electron-

beam evaporation from elemental sources while a B flux is produced by heating a

small granules of elemental boron in a graphite container such that the sublimation

of B occurs. All three sources are equipped with mechanical shutters to allow the

fluxes to be commenced and terminated instantaneously (the typical growth rate is 1

A/s). The substrate temperature is monitored by an optical pyrometer placed outside

the vacuum chamber while the flux rates are measured by optical emission Sentinel

flux monitors. A more detailed description of this MBE apparatus and its operation

is given by Kubiak et al. (1988).

5.2.1 The Strained SiGe Growth

Silicon and germanium have diamond crystal structures with lattice constants of 5.43

and 5.66 A respectively. When the first few Sh-xGex layer are deposited on a silicon

surface, the lattice constant at the heterointerface is matched to that of silicon - so

called a pseudomorphic growth. As a result, the SiGe layer is under biaxial com-

pressive strain with dilation in the growth direction. As more SiGe is deposited, this

strain energy is increased and pseudomorphic growth can only continue up to a criti-

cal thickness, beyond which SiGe becomes relaxed by building in misfit dislocations.

This critical thickness was found to increase with decreasing gernamium content and

with decreasing growth temperature (see Fig. 5.2 and Timbrell et a1. (1990)). The

low temperature also causes a reduction in the adatom mobility on the substrate

surface which prevents the formation of 3D islands (see Fig. 5.3), the minimum sur-

face energy configuration [Snyder et al. (1992)]. However, it should not be too low
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SII.,Ge, on Sf

Figure 5.2: The critical thickness for strain relaxation plotted against composition for
Si1-xGex on Si. The lowest curve is the theoretical calculation for themal equilibrium
whereas the experimental curve for layers grown at 550°C by MBE is shown as an
upper curve (after SchafRer F. (1997)).

as vacancy defects will start to form, resulting in poor crystal quality and hence low

charge carrier mobility. In Si, the minimum growth temperature was found to be 450

°C, below which a defect density of 1018 crn:" occurs [Gossman et al. (1992)].

5.2.2 Boron-doped Silicon Growth

The incorporation of boron into Si MBE was studied intensively by Parry (1991) who

found that all boron atoms are electrically active even at low growth temperature.

One problem observed was the segregation of boron atoms up to the surface when the

growth temperature was higher than 600°C and the boron concentration was higher

than 1019 cm-3. This is a serious problem especially for the "inverted" structure,

where the boron-doped layer is grown before the SiGe alloy, because the segregation

decreases the spacer and contaminates the SiGe quantum well.
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5.3 Device Fabrication

5.3.1 Van der Pauw Device

The standard technique for measuring the resistivity and Hall mobility of arbitary

laminar shape was proposed by Van der Pauw (1958). In order to use this technique,

the following requirements must be applied:

1. The contacts must be on the circumference of the sample and be sufficiently

small.

2. The sample is homogeneous in thickness.

3. The sample does not have isolated holes inside.

The recommended shape was a "clover- leaf" shape where the contact influences are

minimal. The Greek-cross shape was used in the present work because it was much
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simpler to make and the error in measurement of Pxx and Pxy was small « 0.5%)

for a sample width less than half of the length [Versnel (1979)]. From the starting

wafer, the sample is cleaved by diamond scribe into a small square (1.5 x 1.5 cm2)

along [100]direction. Nitrogen gas is used to remove any small particles on both sides

of the sample before loading into an ION TECH Microvac 350 magnetron sputterer,

where several aluminium (1%Si) discs 1mm in diameter and '" 1J.tm in thickness

are deposited onto the sample via a shadow mask. The sample is then annealed at

temperatures 450-550 QCfor 30-45 minutes under flowing Nitrogen gas, depending on

the depth of the 2D channel below the surface, to achieve ohmic contacts. Black wax

is subsequently painted onto the surface in the shape of a cross having an aluminium

contact at each end. After drying, the sample is etched for 10-12sec in a Si etchant,

a mixture of (70%)HN03, CH3 COOH and (50%) HF in the volume ratio 75:17:8.

The etch depth is '" 1J.tm which is enough for the structure whose epilayer thickness

is only 0.3-0.4 Jjm. Finally, the wax is dissolved away using xylene and the sample is

rinsed thoroughly in deionised water.

5.3.2 Hall Bar Device

The Hall bar is more favourable than a van der Pauw device for the magnetic-field-

dependence measurements because its geometry is much simpler to analyse and the

latter requires the calculation of the f factor. The geometry of Hall bar should be

designed in such a way that current flow is uniform within the measuring region

and there is minimal current passing through the Hall contacts. The design is in

accordance with the published ASTM standard (1976).

The fabrication procedure is quite similar to that for the van der Pauw device,

except that the black wax is replaced by a standard photolithography procedure. This

requires well designed masks and a mask aligner. Two masks were designed by using

EasyCAD for Windows™ as shown in Fig. 5.4. The pictures are printed on high

quality A4 papers and photographed onto high resolution Kodalith Ortho 6556 black
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and white film with the reduction ratio of 10:1.

The Hall bar fabrication starts by sputtering aluminium all over the sample sur-

face. The sample is then hard baked under atmospheric air at 120-130 °C for 30 min-

utes to ensure that the surface is completely dry. Then, a thin film of Microposit™

81815 photoresist is deposited on the top of the sample and soft baked under atmo-

spheric air at 90-100 QCfor 30 minutes. Next, the mesa pattern is transferred onto the

photoresist by means of ultra-violet exposure for 50 seconds. The pattern is developed

by using Microposit MF-319 developer which removes the UV-exposed photoresist.

This is followed by dipping the sample in aluminium etchant (H2P04+HN03+H20),

rinsing in deionized water, dipping in the silicon etchant (HF+CH3COOH+H20), and

rinsing again in deionized water. It was observed that the photoresist can sometimes

come off the surface during the silicon etch. If this has happened and aluminium has

not been sputtered onto the surface before, this would have led to damages to the

surface and loss of the sample. The remaining photoresist is removed by Microposit

Remover 1165. The whole process of photolithography, starting from the hard baking,

is then repeated for the contact definition mask. Once the mask is developed, the

sample is dipped in aluminium etchant to remove the unwanted aluminium, leaving

aluminium contacts. Finally, the sample is cut into the individual Hall bar devices

and it is annealed to yield ohmic contacts. The device is glued onto a chip carrier

and sample contacts are connected to the gold pads of the chip carrier by gold wires.

Typical Hall bars are 1.7 mm in channel length and 0.5 mm in width, with a 4.4 mm

separation between current-source probes.

5.4 Cryostat Equipment and Operations

5.4.1 Close-cycled Cryostat System (10-300 K)

The schematic picture of the Air Products close-cycled cryostat is shown in Fig.

5.5. After the sample mounting, the pressure is reduced to 10-5 Torr to provide a
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.4: The negative printout of masks for (a) mesa patterning and (b) for contact
definition.

good thermal shield. The temperature of the sample is reduced by means of the

Helium compressor to a base temperature of 10 K before starting the resistivity and

Hall measurement. High pressure helium, supplied by the compressor at f'V 310 psi,

entered the expander module where it was cooled to the refrigeration temperature.

The work done by the high pressure gas expansion, as it left the expander matrix as

the much lower pressure of f'V 85psi, caused the gas temperature to drop and provided

refrigeration. The refrigeration cycle was repeated sixty times per minute causing

rapid cooling of the copper expander assembly.

To increase the temperature, a metal film heater is used and the temperature

can be monitored via a Chromel/Gold thermo-couple. The temperature was main-

tained stable within 1 K at all temperatures between 10 K and 300 K by an Air

Products Ltd. temperature controller.
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Figure 5.5: The schematic diagram of close-cycled cryostat for resistivity and low-field
Hall measurement at temperatures between 9 and 300 K (after McGregor (1997)).
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5.4.2 Superconducting Electromagnet System (0.35-300K)

Measurements of the magnetic-field-dependence of resistivity and Hall coefficient were

carried out in an Oxford Instruments 3He cryomagnetic system with a base tempera-

ture of 0.3 K. Magnetic fields up to 12T were generated by a superconducting solenoid

submerged in liquid 4He. The schematic cross-section diagram of the central part of

this cryostat is shown in Fig. 5.6. The magnetic field is generated by passing a d.c.

current through the superconducting coil which can be swept continuously to 12 T

by supplying a current of 100.83 A. At higher currents, the coil will stop being a su-

perconductor, consequently Joule heating happens, a process known as "quenching" ,

and it will boil off all liquid 4He.

0.3-1.6 K Operation

After the standard preparation of the cryostat and the overnight cooling, the liquid

4He from the main bath is drawn into the 1K pot and pumped continuously to lower

the sample temperature down to around 1.3-1.6 K. During this pumping process, the

temperature of the sorb is also controlled to be around 50-60 K by means of resistive

coil heating and liquid 4He flow through the sorb heat exchanger pipe. Then the 3He

gas, which is kept in a dump vessel, is allowed into the sample space. Upon reaching

the 1K pot region, 3He gas starts to condense and its pressure drops from 1 atm to 150

mbar. Then, the sorb temperature is gradually decreased manually. The sorb contains

a charcoal which acts as a pump when it is cooled down below f'V 35 K. As the sorb

temperature decreases below this temperature, the sorb starts to pump the liquid 3He

and this process lowers the temperature of the sample, which is now submerged under

this liquid, to the lowest temperature of f'V 0.3 K. The higher temperatures can be

achieved by increasing the sorb temperature which causes less pumping of liquid 3He.

The sample temperature was read from a doped Ge resistance thermometer (Lake

Shore Cryotronics), calibrated in the range 0.3-6K, when in a stable condition and

in the absence of a magnetic field. In Shubnikov-de Haas experiments temperature
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Figure 5.6: Central part of 3Re cryomagnetic system (12T).
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measurements were taken at the start and finish of the run to check the stability and

were averaged.

10-300 K Operation

This cryostat was originally designed for the low-temperature (0.3-1.6K) measurement

which has a very poor heat sink due to the use of a fiber glass insert for the sample

holder. This means that only the gas inside the sample space will act as a heat transfer

medium which is by far less stable than a standard metal medium. To achieve the

high temperature measurement with sufficient temperature stability, the following

work-around solutions were developed without modifying the cryostat. A heater

wire and a Lakeshore capacitance sensor (CS-500) were installed onto the sample

holder. This sensor has a very low magnetic-field dependence and high sensitivity

especially at 77-300 K. The Lakeshore temperature controller (CA-91CA) was used in

conjunction with this sensor. To achieve a stable temperature below 30 K, the 1K pot

was pumped with an only slightly opened pumping-valve together with the use of the

sample heater. Temperature control is more difficult than that at higher temperature

because the sensitivity of the capacitance sensor is comparatively lower. To obtain

stable temperatures higher than 30 K but less than 150 K, only the sample heater

is used. For higher temperatures, the sorb temperature is controlled to be around

50-60 K so that the accumulating heat at the top of the insert can be drawn out

effectively. The temperature is measured using a silicon diode thermometer (Institute

of Cryogenic, Southamton University) calibrated in the range 1.5-300 K with an

uncertainty of ±30mK. The optimum operation was achieved with the temperature

stability of ±0.5K for at least 1 hour at all temperatures (10-300 K).
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5.5 Resistivity and Hall Measurements

5.5.1 Van der Pauw Device

The main component is a lock-in amplifier (EG&G Instruments, Model 5209 and

5210) which acts both as an a.c. voltage source and phase sensitive voltage detector.

A signal frequency of 7 Hz was used to avoid the main power supply frequency of

50 Hz. The current to the sample was limited by a series resistor of 10 MO and

the typical current supplied is 0.5 J,lA. The higher supply current could heat up the

sample while the lower one will reduce the Hall voltage , for a given magnetic field

of 0.41 T, to below the measurable level of the lock-in amplifier. The current is

deduced from the voltage developed across high precision series resistor of 10kO. The

schematic arrangements of electrical wires for the resistivity and Hall measurements

are shown in Fig. 5.7. The resistivity can be measured in different 8 configurations,

4 for each magnetic field polarity. The resistivity can be calculated from:

xd Vp
p = In 2 . I .j, (5.1)

where Vp is an average voltage, I is the current, and d is the thickness of the measured

sample. d is usually unknown but conventionally set to unity and the resistivity is

therefore the "sheet resistivity". The correction factor j is geometry-dependent which

is found to be close to unity due to the symmetry in the Greek cross sample.

Low-field Hall measurements were performed by using a 0.41 T permanent

magnet. The Hall voltage were measured in 4 different configurations; 2 configurations

for each magnetic field polarity. The Hall coefficient can then be calculated from :

VHd
RH = Bl' (5.2)

where VH is an average Hall voltage and B is the magnetic field. The thickness dis

unknown and set to unity in the case of the modulation-doped samples. From Eqs.

5.1 and 5.2 the carrier density (n,) and Hall mobility (J,lH) can be obtained from:

(5.3)
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Hall measurement

Resistivity
Measurement

Figure 5.7: Electrical wire arrangement for the van der Pauw device (after Van der
Pauw (1958)).

RH X 104 2V-1-1J-lH = cm sp
(5.4)

5.5.2 Hall Bar Device

Three lock-in amplifiers were used to measure the resistivity, Hall, and current voltage

simultaneously while the magnetic field is continuously swept. The schematic diagram

of the apparatuses is shown in Fig. 5.8. The signal from a lock-in amplifier is used as

a reference signal for another two lock-in amplifiers and also as the current supply to

the sample. The current limited series resistance can be changed to provide the supply

current between 20-100 nA. 20 nA is used for the Shubnikov de-Haas measurement to

ensure that it does not heat up the sample. The resistivity as a function of magnetic

field can be calculated as
p(B) = Vp(B) . w

I 1
(5.5)

where ui]! is the width to length ratio. The Hall coefficient is calculated according to

Eq. 5.2. Because the magnetic field is changed continuously and the lock-in amplifier

has a time delay, hysteresis will occur which can be removed by averaging the up and
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Figure 5.8: The electrical apparatus arrangement for the Hall bar device measure-
ment.

down-sweeping signal.
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Chapter 6

Experimental Results and

Discussion

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, measurements of the magnetic-field-dependent sheet resistivity and

Hall coefficient, in the temperature range 0.3-300 K and in the magnetic field range

0-12 T, are reported. The materials for the measurements are modulation-doped

p-type Sh-xGex/Si heterostructures with 0.10 ~ x ~ 0.65. The schematic diagram

of the modulation-doped p-type Sio.9Geo.I/Siheterostructure (or Sio.9Geo.t!Si sample

for short) is illustrated in Fig. 6.1 as an example. In this structure, the SiGe alloy

is sandwiched between pure Si which produces the quantum well confinement. The

hole carriers transfer from the boron-doped silicon (Si:B) cap layer to this quantum

well and are confined within the vicinity near the top Si/SiGe interface. The carriers

are constrained to transport approximately along the plane parallel to the interface,

the so-called "two-dimensional hole gas (2DHG)". For all samples, their electrical

and nominal structural parameters are summarised in table 6.1. These samples were

selected with different objectives which are explained as follows.

1. Samples 33.26 and 31.17 were chosen because their Hall mobilities at 0.3 K
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undoped Si (300 nm)

n-type Si Substrate
(resistivity - 1-10 a-cm)

Figure 6.1: Cross-sectional schematic view of the modulation-doped p-Sio.gGeo.t/Si
heterostructure.

are very high. This will help enhance the 2DHG mobility spectrum peak and

separation between Si:B and 2DHG peak.

2. Sample 54.49 was chosen mainly for the validation of Hall factor calculation pro-

posed in section 2.5.2. The validation was made possible because the Hall factor

of Sio.sGeo.2/Siwas previously measured in the temperature range 10-300 K by

Hall and Strip technique [McGregor et al. (1999)] and by a combination be-

tween the Capacitance-Voltage and Hall measurements [Lander et al. (1997)].

However, we expect to obtain the Hall factor only at temperatures up to 100 K

because the mobility at higher temperature is less than 1,000 cm2V-1s-1, the

minimum resolvable mobility spectrum peak for the maximum magnetic field

of 10 T.

3. Samples 55.41 and 59.22 were selected because of their high germanium con-

tents (36% Ge). In particular, sample 59.22 was grown by a new approach so-

called Low-Growth- Temperature-Post-Grown-Annealing (LGTPGA) to achieve

highly planar Si/SiGe interface [Grasby et al. (1999)]. It is therefore very in-
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teresting to investigate whether the 2DHG mobility is improved by this new

technique.

4. Samples 59.53 and 60.46 were measured mainly because of their high germanium

contents, of 45% and 65% Ge respectively. For sample 59.53, we also have the

result from Hall and Strip technique [Prest (2000)] which can be compared with

the magnetotransport result. For sample 60.46, it was measured at temperatures

down to 220 K only because it was highly resistive (> 100 kO) and unmeasurable

at lower temperatures. This sample has the room temperature Hall mobility

around 1,000 cm2V-1s-1, even with the presence of the parallel conduction.

5. Sample 50.36 was used as a control sample, Le. without SiGe channel.

The experimental data were examined using Beck and Anderson analysis (BA),

multicarrier fitting (MCF), and maximum-entropy mobility spectrum analysis (MEMS).

BA was used to determine the number of carrier species and approximate values of

the mobility and carrier density of each carrier species. This result was then fur-

ther optimised by MCF. MEMS was employed independently to yield the mobility

spectrum. From the mobility spectrum, the number of peaks indicates the number

of carrier species and each peak can be used to determine the mobility and carrier

density of the corresponding carrier species. The results from BA, MCF, and MEMS,

are discussed in Section 6.4-6.7. Furthermore, the Hall factor and the power of the

energy dependence of the relaxation time will be extracted.

6.2 Characteristicsof ExperimentalData

The samples were firstly measured by van der Pauw measurement in the temperature

range 10-300 K in order to investigate the temperature dependence of sheet resistivity

(Pxx), Hall mobility (RH), and carrier density (ns)' We found that the results of all

samples are very similar and therefore only a typical result will be shown in Fig. 6.2.
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The characteristics of carrier density and mobility are similar for all samples in that

the carrier density is constant at low temperature and starts to rise slowly as the

temperature is increased. At temperatures above 70 K, it increases exponentially due

to the ionisation of the Si:B supply layer. The Hall mobility always decreases with

increasing temperatures. The sheet resistivity of all samples decreases with decreasing

temperature at temperatures below 50 K. However, at higher temperatures, it can

either have one or two maxima or no maximum at all (see Fig. 6.3). It will be

shown later in section 6.8 that this is due to the balancing between the increasing

sheet resistivity of 2DHG and decreasing sheet resistivity of Si:B, with increasing

temperatures.

The magnetic-field dependence of the sheet resistivity and Hall coefficient in

the temperature range 0.3-300 K were measured at tV 1,000 magnetic field points

as the magnetic field was swept continuously in the range 0-12 T. The data were

measured at 10-35 temperature points. The typical characteristic of sheet resistivity

is that, at low temperature (0.3-1.5 K), it exhibits the Shubnikov de-Haas (SdH)

oscillations with or without the negative magnetoresistance at low magnetic fields

(B < 3 T). As the temperature increases, the SdH oscillations become smaller and

disappear, usually in the temperature range 10-30 K but varying from sample to

sample. Then, the classical transport takes place where the sheet resistivity increases

monotonically with increasing magnetic field. The Hall coefficient in the classical

transport regime decreases monotonically with increasing magnetic field in the range

1.5-12 T. Below 1.5 T, we observe that it can either decrease monotonically with

decreasing field down to 0 T, or go through the minimum at tV 1 T and increase, or

remain approximately constant. For a fixed magnetic field within the range 1.5-12

T, the Hall coefficient always decreases with increasing temperatures.
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6.3 Numerical Analyses

6.3.1 Beck and Anderson Analysis

The data set for each sample consists of 30 data points which are equally distributed

on the magnetic field axis. Each data set is used to form data subsets of 2-6 data

points which are validated by "physical test" and their Beck and Anderson mobility

spectra are subsequently calculated. In table 6.2, we show a typical physical test

result for the Sio.gGeo.t/Si sample. These physical percentages can be treated as the

probability of having N carrier species if N + 1 data points are used. What we

shall look for from this table for each temperature is the data-point configuration

where its corresponding physical percentage is between 50-80%. This data-point

configuration will be the most sensitive to be used for the calculation of the Beck and

Anderson mobility spectrum. After the Beck and Anderson (BA) mobility spectrum

calculation, we plot the histogram of mobility at all peaks of all BA mobility spectra

in Figs. 6.4-6.10. If the histogram peak is sharp, for example the Si:B peak at 73 K

in the Sio.gGeo.t/Si sample, it means that this carrier species is not influenced by the

experimental error and/or by the magnetic field, and vice versa. We recall that each

spectrum is calculated from different data subset, which consists of a few data points

combinatorially selected from a data set.

We found that there are 3 carrier species at most in all samples from the Beck

and Anderson analysis, which are the 2DHG, Si:B, and the unknown electron-like

carrier species. The 2DHG can be clearly seen in all samples as the histogram peak

with highest positive mobility. The Si:B and Sio.65Geo.35:Bare also distincly observed

at lower mobilities between 0-800 cm2V-1s-l. In this thesis, the term " the electron-

like carrier species" will be used for the unknown carrier species which behaves like the

electron-type carrier. It could be either the n-type substrate, the minority carrier in

Si:B, the background doping (phosphorus), or the band structure (see section 2.5.2).

The unknown electron-like carrier species is the most pronounced in Sio.gGeo.l/Si
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Table 6.2:The physicalpercentageof Sio.gGeo.t/Siusing 2-6 data pointsper data
subset.

I T(K) I Data points I213141516
10 100 0 0 0 0
15 100 0 0 0 0
16 100 0 0 0 0
19 100 10 0 0 0
26 100 87 63 0 0
31 100 95 38 2 0
36 100 96 52 7 0
51 100 98 70 15 0
61 100 90 61 25 2
62 100 92 68 32 3
73 100 95 77 41 7
76 100 98 77 23 1
80 100 93 60 12 0
81 100 100 94 52 6
91 100 100 95 73 19
96 100 100 94 63 12

110 100 100 93 56 11
111 100 100 74 16 0
115 100 100 78 18 0
120 100 95 61 3 0
126 100 100 82 27 2
135 100 100 95 56 12
142 100 100 93 42 5
145 100 99 81 12 0
160 100 100 93 42 5
172 100 98 73 7 1
180 100 100 95 50 7
200 100 100 91 29 1
211 100 100 87 34 2
220 100 100 81 20 1
241 100 97 65 8 0
283 99 87 40 3 0
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sample at temperatures between 91-110 K and in Sio.35Geo.65/Sio.65Geo.35sample. In

Sio.sGeo.2/Siand Sio.64Geo.36/Si-(b)samples, the Si:B and electron-like carrier species

are unseparable and we obtain the average peak. As the temperature is increased,

the average peak moves closer to the Si:B because of its increasing sheet conductivity

due to the thermal ionisation.

6.3.2 Multicarrier Fitting

The multicarrierfitting (MCF) was performed using the commercial MULTAN HL5600s

software of the Bio-Rad, The principle of the calculation is to assume the number of

carrier species and perform a nonlinear modified-Marquardt optimization of mobilities

and carrier densities [Koser et al. (1994)]. The initial values were usually obtained

from Beck and Anderson analysis by using the sharpest-peak spectrum. During the

"physical test" , there are many data subsets that pass the test, and each data subset

generates one BA mobility spectrum. The author has observed that the sharpest-peak

spectrum is produced from the data subset which has the least positive eigenvalue

(Ai in Appendix A). It should be noted that MCF uses the sheet resistivity and Hall

coefficient, rather than the magnetoconductivity tensor components, because they are

more sensitive to low-mobility carrier species.

The mobility obtained from MCF is neither Hall mobility nor drift mobility.

For a sample with only one carrier species, it is well known that the carrier density

obtained from Hall measurements at very high magnetic field (JJBma~ ~ 1) is the real

value and is different from that at very low magnetic field (JJBma~ « 1) by the Hall

factor. For MCF of 1 carrier species, the magnetic field usually covers both high and

low magnetic fields and, therefore, the mobility will be just the average value. This

mobility will be roughly between Hall and drift mobilities and corresponds to the

inverse of the magnetic field at the (j~71 peak (see Fig. 2.12). For MCF of multicarrier

species, we estimate that the meaning of mobility for each carrier species will be the

same as MCF of one carrier species. The result from the multicarrier fitting for each
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Figure 6.4: The histogram of peak abscissa of BA mobility spectra of Sio.gGeo.t/Si
sample in the temperature range 26-283K. The mobility range is between -10,000
cm2y-1s-l and 10,000 cm2y-1s-l with a resolution of 40 cm2Y-1s-1. The histogram
window width is 200 cm2Y-1s-l.
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window width is 100 cm2Y-1s-l.
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sample will be presented in sections 6.4-6.7.

Because our samples have decreasing mobility with increasing temperature, we

can estimate that the mobility from MCF will be very close to the drift value at low

temperature, because the mobility satisfies the high field condition, and moves toward

the Hall mobility at room temperature, where the mobility only fulfils the low-field

condition.

6.3.3 Maximum-Entropy Mobility Spectrum Analysis

The maximum-entropy mobility spectrum analyses (MEMS) were performed without

making the assumption about the number of carrier species. The benefit of MEMS

over BA is that MEMS can use all available data points while BA only uses between

2-6 data points. The number of mobility points used in MEMS is typically around

200 while the number of magnetic field points varies between 36 and 300 in order

to optimise the calculation time. The trend is that one needs to use more magnetic

field points as the temperature increases because the mobility of the sample decreases

and hence p,Bmax. The calculation time increases proportionally to the square of

the product of the number of mobility and mangetic field points. In Fig. 6.11 we

demonstrate a typical evolution of MEMS and the error (deviation between the fit and

the data) versus the number of iterations. The iteration process converges rapidly at

the beginning. As soon as all the peaks emerge, the convergence continues at slower

speed with the peaks only getting sharper. The calculations are usually continued

until the error does not decrease significantly over a certain number of iterations,

i.e. less than 0.001% change after 200 iterations. The typical iterations of 400,000-

1,000,000 is tested to yield the correct MEMS within the experimental error.

MEMS of all samples are shown in Figs. 6.12-6.18. The typical change in

MEMS with temperature is that at very low temperature the 2DHG peak is dominant.

As the temperature increases, the Si:B peak becomes relatively more important while

the 2DHG peak moves toward the Si:B peak. At sufficiently high temperatures, these
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two peaks merge and only one peak can be resolved. The electron-like and Si:B carrier

species are also unresolveable in Sio.8Geo.2/Siand Sio.64Geo.36/Si-(a)samples because

Si:B sheet conductivity is too low. With increasing temperatures, the combination of

Si:B and electron-like carrier species results in the average peak which moves closer to

the real Si:B (positive mobility) peak due to more ionization of Si:B than electron-like

carrier species. For example, in Sio.8Geo.2/Sisamples, the average peak moves from

the mobility of r-J -500 cm2V-1s-1 towards 0 and change to positive as the temperature

is increased.

The issue concerning the well-defined Si:B peak is how to calculate its mobil-

ity and carrier density. The mobility cannot be obtained by using Eq.2.61 for Hall

mobility or Eq.2.62 for drift mobility, because the Si:B peak spreads over positive

and negative mobilities. In theory, this spreading is impossible because the spectrum

must converge to the origin (see Eq.2.40) and it is undefined at zero mobility. In

practice, the broadening in Si:B peak is mainly due to the insufficient magnetic-field

dependency (/JSi:BBmax r-J 0.2). Having low magnetic field dependency means that

the convergence process for this peak will be extremely slow and the calculation has

to be performed with large number of iterations, which is impractical. As a result, the

peak shape of Si:B is incorrect to be used for the calculation of Hall or drift mobility.

In this thesis, we will take the mobility at the peak as the mobility of Si:B and the

carrier density will be calculated by using the total sheet conductivity of the Si:B

peak.

Another problem to be solved is the overlaping between Si:B and 2DHG peaks

which occurs at high temperatures (> 200 K). In order to separate them, we might

try to fit Eqs. 2.40 twice to the overlapped peaks. However, as Eq. 2.40 cannot be

used for the broad Si:B peak, we must choose another way to separate them. One

simple method is to use the Gaussian function which takes the form

(6.1)

where G is a constant, /Jo is a mobility at the centre of the peak, and w is a standard
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Each Gaussian function yields the mobility and total sheet conductivity, and hence
the carrier density.

deviation. We found that the use of 2 Gaussian functions can fit MEMS very well.

The J.lo is used as the mobility of the corresponding carrier species and the total sheet

conductivity is employed to yield the carrier density. An example is shown in Fig.

6.19 which features MEMS at 131 K of the Sio.8Geo.2/Sisample. The mobility of Si:B

and 2DHG obtained by this approach can be consistent with those obtained from

MCF assuming 3 carrier species, provided that the conductivity of the additional

electron carrier species is relatively small.

The MEMS which consist of more than 2 hole-like peaks, i.e. in SiO.87GeO.13/Si

at 81-200 K, Sio.67Geo.36/Si-(b)at 70-110 K, and Sio.35Geo,65/Sio.65Geo,35at 220-290

K, are very difficult to analyse. It is unclear at present whether there is an additional

carrier species transporting in parallel to the known carrier species (Si:B, 2DHG,

electron-like) or if these peaks belong to either Si:B or 2DHG. At this stage, we can

only suggest that the boron profile from the secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS)
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would be useful to support the interpretation of MEMS. In addition, more work on

this MEMS analysis should be done to study whether a peak can be split up into two

and if so, under what circumstances.

For some MEMS, the incomplete peak at the end of the spectrum, i.e. MEMS

of Sio.gGeo.I/Si sample at 51 K, could occur. This incomplete peak is believed to be

an artefact because it does not disappear even when the mobility range is increased.

This artefact was, however, found not to cause any diverse effect on the 2DHG peak.

Another artefact is the peak near the zero mobility which is previously shown in

section 4.4 and caused by the experimental error. This kind of artefact can be seen

in Sio.gGeo.t/Si sample at 10-31 K and in SiO.87GeO.13/Sisample at 23-36 K.

We have also measured Sio.8Geo.2/Sisample under pulsed-magnetic-fields (Claren-

don Laboratory, Oxford University) up to 41 T at 77 and 202 K. The principle of the

pulsed-magnet is to energise the superconducting solenoid by a massive current from

a capacitor bank over a short period of time (I'V 20 ms) [Jones et al. (1994)]. A DC

current through the sample was employed and the Hall measurement was performed

for both polarity of magnetic fields and current directions in order to remove the

hysterisis effect in the signals. The base temperature is 77 K (liquid nitrogen) and

the temperature can be raised by a heater coil, situated near to the sample.

The MEMS was calculated using 400 mobility points, 400 magnetic field points,

and 106 iterations. The result at 77 K and the final fit are shown in Fig. 6.20. Three

peaks are resolved which are marked as 2DHG, Si:B, and the electron-like carrier

species. We have noticed that the fit to <1xx + <1xy is very good with average error of

less than 0.01% while the fits to <1xx and (J'xy separately are poorer with errors f'V 5%

(see an inset in Fig. 6.20). There are two possibilities that might lead to this result.

The first possibility lies in the use of Eq.4.6 in the closeness of fit optimization. If

~;i' and d;;/ are nearly equal, the function (J'xx +<1xy cannot represent the true fits to

<1xx and <1xy independently. For the experimental data shown, we estimate that this

would occur at magnetic fields higher than 20 T. However, the result for Sio.gGeo.1/Si
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sample at 73 K (which correspond to same pBmax value) shows that MEMS can fit

O'xx and O'xy individually very well, especially near the maximum in O'xy. Therefore,

it is not caused by failure of the calculation method.

A second possible explanation is the Shubnikov de-Haas oscillation effect. From

the SdH oscillations measured in the magnetic field range 0-10 T and in the temper-

ature range 0.3-1.5 K, we have estimated that the maximum SdH amplitude at 77 K

would be around 3% of the maximum measured magnetoresistance which is close the

resultant error of 5%. As a result, we can conclude that the error is mostly due to

the SdH oscillations. For MEMS at 200 K, we found that only a single peak, which

is an average between Si:B and 2DHG, can be obtained and therefore is not useful

for further discussion.



6.4 Temperature-Dependent Carrier Density of the

Two-Dimensional Hole Gas (2DHG)

Figure 6.21 shows the temperature-dependent carrier density of 2DHG obtained from

MCF, using 3 carrier species, and/or MEMS. MCF and MEMS yield the same re-

sult when 3 peaks in MEMS are clearly separated. It can be seen that the carrier

density of 2DHG can either remain constant, increase, or decrease with increasing

temperatures. To the author's knowledge, this decrease in 2DHG carrier density has

never been reported before in the literature. The Schrodinger-Poisson simulation of

all samples using the parameters shown in table 6.1 was performed in order to inspect

the temperature dependence of 2DHG carrier density. The simulation results show

that the total 2DHG carrier density, considering all subbands within 10kBT from the

Fermi level, increases with increasing temperature and rises approximately by 10-30%

at room temperature. The simulation results agree quite well with the Sio.9Geo.t!Si

and Sio.87Geo.13/Sisamples but disagree with other samples which have a germanium

composition of x = 0.2 and higher.

A possible source that affects the 2DHG carrier density is the surface states. It

is well known for our samples that around 20 nm of the sample surface is depleted of

free carriers, and when this depletion region gets closer to the channel it also starts to

deplete the 2DHG [McGregor (1997)]. Let's consider the surface depletion width (l,)

as a function of temperature. The surface depletion width can be calculated by solving

Poisson's equation for a bulk carrier concentration NA as [Chandra et al. (1979)]

l, = (6.2)

where fO is the permitivity of free space, fr is the dielectric constant of silicon, tPB is

the pinned Fermi level at the surface, T is the temperature, and Nv is the effective

density of states at the valence band edge. This Nv is also temperature dependent
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which is [Sze (1981)]
3

Nv = 1.04 X 1019(3~0) 2" • (6.3)

From Eqs.6.2 and 6.3, one can see that if other parameters are fixed, the depletion

width Is can only decrease with increasing temperatures. This means that the higher

the temperature, the less the influence of surface states on the 2DHG.

The samples usually come into contact with the hydrofluoric acid (HF) solu-

tion during the device processing, i.e. for the surface cleaning. The Fermi level on HF

etched silicon surface, studied by photoelectron spectroscopy, is found to be pinned

at about 0.2 eV or less below the conduction band, independent of the concentration

of the HF solution in the range of 1-50 % and independent of the temperature in the

range of 200-300 K [Schlaf et a1. (1999)]. In Fig. 6.22, we show the Schrodinger-

Poisson simulation result of Sio.sGeo.2/Sifor different pinned Fermi levels at the sur-

face. It can be seen that none of pinning levels within the bandgap (0-1.1 eV) could

account for the change in the 2DHG carrier density of Sio.sGeo.2/Sisample. In addi-

tion, it seems that there is no correlation between the change in 2DHG carrier density

and the Si:B thickness. For example, Sio.s7Geo.13/Siand Sio.55Geo.4s/Sihave the same

Si:B thickness but the carrier density of the 2DHGs change in opposite directions

with temperature.

The decrease in 2DHG carrier density might indicate the lost of quantum con-

finement within the well when the temperature is increased, especially for a very thin

SiGe channel. Let's consider the solution of Schrodinger's equation for a square po-

tential well. The solution is that when the well width is reduced, the ground-state

energy level is pushed further away from the valence bandedge and the separation

between adjacent energy levels is increased. This is experimentally confirmed by

photoluminescence (PL) measurement in strained Sio.8Geo.2/Si [Xiao et a1. (1992)].

Their results at 4 K and 77 K also showed that, for a fixed quantum well width,

the energy levels actually shift toward the valence bandedge as the temperature is

increased. The room temperature confinement in strained SiO.84GeO.16/Siwas studied
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by Chen et al. (1993) by photothermal deflection spectroscopy. Their result gives the

similar well-width dependence and shows that it is only important when the width

is less than rv 10 nm. The ground-state enegy level is found not to shift significantly

different from that at 77 K as obtained from the PL measurement, taken into ac-

cout the difference in germanium content. The hole confinement within a pure Ge

layer sandwiched between pure Si has been recently studied by Cyca et al. (1997) by

fabricating a Si/Ge/Si p-MOSFET, with 1-nm-thick pure Ge channels grown pseu-

domorphically on Si substrate, and capped by lO-nm pure Si. The room temperature

result by a Capacitance-Voltage technique showed that this pure Ge channel provides

a good confinement to 2DHG with the carrier density up to 2.5x1012 cm-2 before

the surface conduction at the cap/oxide interface becomes more important. A similar

structure but with a narrow triangular Ge profile, graded to a peak of pure Ge with

rise and fall lengths of just 2 nm, was also produced by Pawlowicz et al. (1998) who

showed that the channel provides a good hole confinement to 2DHG and acheived

slightly higher carrier density of (3.4-5)x1012 cm-2. However, they found that the

degradation in peak mobility with decreasing well width can be lower than that from

the bulk Si control device. By taking all this evidence into consideration, it is un-

likely that the decrease in our 2DHG carrier density is caused by the degradation in

quantum confinement with either temperature or the well width.

A recent Hall and Strip technique on the Sio.ssGeo.4s/Sisample [Prest (2000)]

has confirmed that the decrease in carrier density is genuine. Figure 6.23 shows the

Hall mobility and carrier density measured by low-field van der Pauw measurement

as the surface was chemically etched for different times. At 8-minute etch, the carrier

density dips slightly from 1x 1012em-2 to 8.5X 1011em-2 as the temperature increases

from 10 to 70 K. This is in remarkably good agreement with the result shown in Fig.

6.21 for x = 0.45. The increase in carrier density at higher temperatures is merely

due to Si:B parallel conduction. For 10-mintute etch, the sample is critically etched

so that the low temperature carrier density drops to 6.5x1011 cm". At this stage,
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the carrier density does not show any drop which cannot be explained from our MCF

or MEMS result. For 12-minute etch, the 2DHG is completely depleted and only the

parallel conduction can be measured at temperatures above 200 K.

A similar result was also obtained for Sio.64Geo.36/Sisamples grown with dif-

ferent Si:B thickness by Grasby (2000). The results are shown in Fig. 6.24 in which

the sample with the thinnest Si:B layer (30 nm) shows a dip in carrier density around

70-100 K. This behaviour cannot be seen if the Si:B layer is thick (50 and 100 nrn)

because the Si:B carrier density will be so high that the decrease in 2DHG carrier den-

sity is overcompensated by the increasing ionised Si:B carrier density. Only when the

2DHG density is approximately twice the cap density will the decrease in measured

carrier density be observed.
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6.5 Temperature-Dependent Mobility of the Two-

Dimensional Hole Gas (2DHG)

Figure 6.25 shows the temperature-dependent mobility of 2DHG for different samples.

The mobility is essentially constant at low temperature and decreases with increasing

temperature. During the decrease, the mobility might go through a minimum (for

Sio.gGeo.t!Si, SiO.87GeO.13/Si,and Sio.64Geo.36/Si-(a)samples) or a kink, as marked by

arrows in Fig. 6.25. This minimum characteristic is quite similar to that which has

been previously observed in GaAs/ AlAs quantum wells by Sakaki et al. (1987) who

suggested that this is primarily due to the reduction of the screening effect of the

2DHG, with increasing temperature, and upon further increase of temperature, the

mobility increases because of the increase of the carrier kinetic energy. In this thesis,

we shall not attempt to explain the scattering mechanisms quantitatively but only

investigate the temperature dependence in the temperature range 100-300 K where

the phonons are known to be dominant and the analysis is important for the room

temperature device application.

The mobility in the temperature range 100-300 K shows the form of J.£ = AT-'Y.

'Y and A as functions of germanium content are shown in Fig. 6.26(a) and (b),

respectively. It is clear that for pure silicon or germanium channels, the phonon

scattering is dominant due to 'Y f'V 1. For the strained SiGe alloy, we found that

the curves in Fig. 6.26{a) and (b) are very similar to those reported for bulk p-type

relaxed SiGe alloy, in which the minima in 'Y and A indicate the strong influence of

alloy scattering [Levitas (1955)]. However, the minima for our samples occur at lower

germanium content (f'V 0.3). Moreover, due to the two-dimensional transport in the

modulation-doped structure, 'Y is found to be less than that of the bulk SiGe alloy,

and theoretically by 0.5 [Shik (1997)].

Having seen the alloy scattering influence does not mean that it is the second

limiting factor to the phonon scattering. For 2D transport, the additional interface
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Figure 6.26: (a) The exponent 'Y and (b) the coefficient A versus the germanium
composition x (0.1 ~ x ~ 1.0). The mobility in the temperature range 100-300 K is
fitted by the form p, = AT-'; The data for z = 1.0 is the strained pure Ge channel
grown on the relaxed Sio.3Geo.7virtual substrate (after Morris (2000)).
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roughness and interface charge scattering will also have to be taken into considera-

tion. The interface roughness is usually studied by considering the the mobility as a

function of carrier density, not temperature. Kearney and Horrell (1998) have theo-

retically predicted that the alloy scattering will not be the significant limiting factor

for 300K mobility. Whall and Parker (1999) also supported this by giving an exam-

ple that the mobility of a modulation-doped Si/Si1-xGex/Si sample, which has the

alloy scattering, and a modulation-doped Si/SilOxGelO(l-x)/Si short period superlat-

tice, which has no alloy scattering, does not differ by as much as the value predicted.

Furthermore, a recent study on a coherently strained Si/Sio.5Geo.5/Si p-channel field

effect transistor has shown that the most significant scattering is due to the surface

roughness, not the alloy [Fischer et al. (2000)].

The room temperature mobility of all samples are found to lie somewhere be-

tween 700 and 900 cm2y-1s-l. This mobility agrees with the effective mobility of 600

cm2y-1s-l extracted from the Sio.sGeo.2/Sip-channel MOSFET at room temperature

for the low carrier density of lOll cm ? [Lander et al. (1997)].

6.6 The Boron-doped Silicon Supply Layer

The carrier density of the boron-doped silicon supply layer, obtained from the MCF,

versus temperature is shown in Fig. 6.27. From this data, we can extract the activa-

tion energy EA by fitting [Blakemore (1974)]

Po (Nd +Po) = (Nv) exp (-EA) ,
(No - Nd - Po) {3 kBT (6.4)

where Po is the carrier concentration, Nd is the donor concentration, Na is the ac-

ceptor concentration, Nv is the effective density of states in the valence band (see

Eq.6.3), and {3 is the hole degeneracy. Because we obtain the carrier density from the

experiment, the carrier concentration has to be estimated by calculating the effective

thickness of the cap layer. We will estimate this thickness at room temperature and

assume that it is temperature-independent. The effective thickness (te/l) in the Si:B
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Table 6.3: The effective thickness of boron-doped silicon layer at 300 K.

x 300 K n, n2DHG tell tnom EA
(X 1012cm-2) (x1011 cm-2) (nm) (nm) (meV)

0.10 11.60 1.57 40 70 12± 1
0.13 30.30 2.11 105 50 57± 1
0.20 2.98 0.10 13 25 24± 1

0.36(a) 5.55 1.00 24 25 37± 1
0.36(b) 7.12 0.30 31 50 25±3
0.45 9.20 3.00 39 50 17± 7

layer at 300 K is estimated by

(
nlJ - n2DHG) 7

tel! = 0.7 0.8 X N; X 10 , (6.5)

where ti, is the measured carrier density and n2DHG is the 2DHG carrier density.

The prefactor 0.7 is the Hall factor and the factor 0.8 comes from the fact that 80%

of boron is ionised at room temperature [Li (1978)]. The result is shown in table

6.3 in which the effective thickness of all samples, except x = 0.13, are less than

the nominal thicknesses. This is in good agreement with the presence of surface

depletion in our samples. For sample x = 0.13, the effective thickness is about twice

the nominal thickness and this is very unusual. We have carried out a chemical etching

experiment in which the surface of the SiO.87GeO.13/Sisample was chemically etched

slightly and this was followed by the Hall measurement. We found that the carrier

density increases after the chemical etching at temperatures higher than 200 K. This

indicates that this sample has the strong leakage current through the substrate.

The background doping in our MBE system is known to be primarily n-type,

possibly the phosphorus of rv 1015cm=". For the acceptor concentration, the nominal

boron-doping concentration as shown in table 6.1 will be used. The hole degeneracy

is set to 4 because each acceptor impurity level can accept one hole of either spin

and the impurity level is doubly degenerate as a result of the two degenerate valence
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band at k = 0 (see Section 2.2.1). The final fits are shown in Fig. 6.27 as solid lines

in which the activation energies range from 12 to 57 meV. These activation energies

are much higher than those in bulk silicon, which are between 3-8 meV, for the same

doping concentration [Manzini and Modelli (1989), Li (1978)]. In Fig. 6.29, we plot

our activation energies on the well established Navs.EA curve which yields the doping

concentration between 2x 1016and 2x 1018cm-3.

The doping concentration of less than 2xl018 cm-3 seems to be possible when

the temperature-dependent mobility of Si:B is taken into account. The temperature-

dependent mobility of Si:B, as shown in Fig. 6.28, indicates that the doping con-

centration varies between 2xlO17 and 2.7xl018 cm-3. One possibility that decreases

the boron doping concentration is that there is usually a boron-spike near the silicon

buffer-silicon substrate interface and what we obtain from our analysis is the aver-

age between this boron spike and Si:B cap. In Fig. 6.30, the SIMS profile of boron

in Sio.64Geo.36/Si-(a)is shown in which the boron-spike is clearly seen over 12-nm

full-width-half-maximum with the sheet concentration of 4x1011 cm-2• The average

concentration is around 5xl017 cm-3. We can roughly combine these 2 carrier species

at the low magnetic field using [Garchery et al. (1995)]

(nlJ.Ll +n2J.L2)2
(nlJ.L~ + n2~) ,
(nlJ.L~ + n2~)
(nlJ.Ll + n2J.L2) ,

(6.6)

(6.7)

where n and Jl are the average carrier density and mobility, respectively. We can

easily show that

(6.8)

and

(6.9)

In Fig. 6.31 we calculate n and Jl as functions of the ratio of n,pike to nSi:B using the

parameters extracted from Sio.64Geo.36/Si-(a)sample at 77 K. Because the mobility of
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The vertical error bars represent the range of doping concentrations, corresponding
to the range of activation energy, for each sample.

boron-spike is currently unknown, it will be taken from the bulk silicon at the same

doping concentration, which is f'V 1,000 cm2V-1s-1 [Morin and Maita (1954)]. At 77

K, the Si:B mobility is 100 cm2V-1s-1 and the its carrier density is 1.2x 1012 cm-2,

assuming that 30% of borons are ionised [Li (1978)]. For Sio.64Geo.36/Si-(a)sample

at 77 K, the nS'Pike/nsi:B ratio is 0.33 and the Ji is 780 cm2V-1s-l, which agrees with

the mobility of x = 0.36(a) shown in Fig. 6.28.

6.7 Electron-Like Carrier Species

6.7.1 General Considerations

The puzzle in the modulation-doped samples is the presence of the electron-like carrier

species. Its mobility obtained by MCF scatters between that of boron-doped silicon

and of the 2DHG, and tends to decrease with increasing temperatures. Its carrier
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density scatters between 3 x101o_3x1011 cm-3 and tends to increase with increasing

temperatures. The sheet conductivity of the electrons is found to be around 6-16%

of the total sheet conductivity.

The source of this electron-like carrier species is presently unknown. The pos-

sible causes are :

1. It might come from the n-type substrate which is arsenic-doped at "-'1014_101S

ern":'. However, the mobility of bulk arsenic-doped silicon at 2.1x101S cm-3 is

about an order of magnitude higher [Morin and Maita (1954)], and the carrier

density due to the substrate with full ionisation and thickness (500 J.tm) should

be 5 times lower. Two factors needs to be taken into account when considering

this unknown electron-like carrier species from the substrate. Firstly, if the alu-

minium contacts diffuse deeper than the mesa thickness, the electron transport

from the substrate is not only along the Hall bar but also unpredictably within

the larger substrate. We have carried out a simple leakage-current-through-

the-substrate test by making a back contact with indium-gallium paste on the

scratched surface and measuring the current across front and back contacts.

The leakage current was measured to be less than 1 nA at temperatures below

200 K for the applied voltage ofO.5 V. This leakage current cannot compare with

the supplied current through the Hall bar which is typically 100 nA or higher.

Secondly, the interface between aluminium contacts (p-type) and substrate (n-

type) behaves in a nonohmic manner, producing a nonlinear I-V curve. With

such a low leakage current, non-Hall bar geometry, and nonohmic contacts, it

might be possible that the mobility and carrier density extracted could be much

different from the bulk properties.

2. It might be the background doping which is phosphorus at the concentration

of r- 101S cm". However, the mobility of bulk phophorus at this concentration

is almost the same as the arsenic-doped [Norton et al. (1973)] which makes it

unlikely to be responsible.
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3. This electron-like carrier might be the minority carrier in the boron-doped sil-

icon. Such minority carriers are reported to have a mobility of 300 and 100

cm2V-1s-1 at 77 and 300 K respectively, for the boron doping concentration

of 2.5xl018 cm-3 [Leu and Neugroschel (1993)]. Even though, these mobilities

are not equal to our result, but at least they are in the same order of magnitude.

4. The unknown electron-like carrier might be the mobility harmonics as predicted

by McClure's formalism. However, if the harmonics are to be observed via the

spectrum, it is questionable that why only one peak, instead of two (harmonics

of SiGe and Si:B), is observed. From the calculation viewpoint, the harmonics

of 2DHG should be easier to obtain than of Si:B because the mobility of 2DHG

is much higher than Si:B and higher than the inverse of maximum magnetic

field. Therefore, the electron-like carrier observed may entirely represent the

harmonics of 2DHG. For a slightly warped energy contour (2D), we expect to

see this electron peak at a mobility 3 times the mobility of 2DHG if SiGe alloy

possesses the 4-fold rotation symmetry. However, this predicted value is higher

than the observed value which is around 0.8J.L2DHG at all temperatures. Two

possible explanations for obtaining the value of 0.8J.L2DHG, instead of 3J.L2DHG, is

that i) if SiGe alloy is grown in such a way that it has 2-fold or L-fold symmetry,

we then expect to see the electron-like carriers at the same mobility as that of

2DHG, the value which is closer to 0.8J.L2DHG, and ii) the electron-like carrier

of 2DHG and Si:B may be too close to be separated within the spectrum and

MEMS can only yield a combined peale

The observation of minority carriers in heterostructures grown on opposite-

type substrates was often found in literature. For example, Colvard et al. (1989)

pointed out in their multicarrier fitting of high electron mobility transistor structures

(HEMTs) AlxGal_xAs/GaAs that quality of the final fit shows significant improve-

ment if a third layer is included which is p-type and has an unrealistic mobility close
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Figure 6.32: The cross-section schematic view of the expitaxial boron slab on the
n-type substrate.

to that of the 2DEG. The source of this p-type carrier was not proved in their work

and only was suspected to be the p-type substrate.

6.7.2 Boron Slab on an N-Type Silicon Substrate

To clarify whether the electron-like carrier species come from the SiGe alloy, a boron-

doped silicon sample grown on an n" substrate without the SiGe channel (Sample

50.36) was measured in the magnetic fields up to 12 Tesla, from 66 to 243 K, and with

the number of magnetic field points between 10 and 30. Its schematic picture is shown

in Fig. 6.32 and its low-field result is shown in Fig. 6.33(a). Unpredicatably, the Hall

mobility reaches a maximum value of 1,000 cm2V-1s-1 at 66 K, which is about an

order of magnitude higher than the mobility of boron-doped bulk silicon at 2x 1018

cm-3 (see Fig. 6.28). Its room temperature carrier density is also very much higher

than the nominal value of 4x 1012 cm-2 (2x 1018 cm-3 x 25 nm x 0.8 (ionization

percentage)). Furthermore, the activation energy was calculated to be 51 meV which

is much higher than the expected value of 6-8 meV. The calculations by Beck and
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Anderson analysis, MCF, and MEMS, show that there are 3 carrier species present in

this sample, 2 hole-like and 1 electron-like carrier species. Their mobility and carrier

density are shown in Fig. 6.33(b) and (c), respectively. From this result, we can only

conclude that there must be the source of electron-like carrier species which is not

the SiGe alloy. The low mobility hole is the intentionally boron-doped silicon while

the high mobility hole is believed to associate with the boron-spike at the silicon

buffer/silicon substrate interface. From the mobility, this boron-spike must have the

average doping concentration between 1x 1016-1 X 1017 cm -3 which is consistent with

the value shown in Fig. 6.30.

6.7.3 The Chemical Etching Experiment

This experiment was performed at the early stage of PhD. course in which the sample

was fabricated into a greek-cross bar and the measurements were taken at between

10-12 data points in the magnetic field up to 12 Tesla. The gold wires and all

aluminium contacts were protected by black wax which was painted carefully onto

the sample and chip package. The measurement was done at 77 K with different

chemical etching times. After a 7-minute-15-second etch, the carrier density of 2DHG

decreases dramatically and the measurement was taken in the temperature range 40-

220 K to check the temperature dependence of each carrier species. The magnetic-

field-dependent sheet resistivity and Hall coefficient were fitted by the multicarrier

fitting using 3 carrier species.

It was found that chemical etching alters every carrier by reducing their carrier

density while their mobilities were held essentially constant. In Fig. 6.34 we plot the

sheet conductivity, i.e. the product of mobility and carrier density, of boron-doped

silicon against that of electron and 2DHG. In Fig. 6.34(a), the sheet conductivity of

electron tends to decrease with decreasing sheet conductivity of the Si:B. This means

that there is a corelation between the electron-like carrier and the Si:B. Figure 6.34(b)

shows that sheet conductivity of the 2DHG is independent of boron-doped silicon as
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long as the Si:B sheet conductivity is greater than 3.5x 10-5 sq.n-1. At the boron

sheet conductivity of 2.2x 10-5 sq.n-l, the sheet conductivity of the 2DHG drops

significantly by 50 %. The extrapolated line passes the origin which agrees with the

knowledge that there is no 2DHG if the boron-cap is totally depleted. Also shown

is the result after 7 minute 15 second etch at different temperatures. It can be seen

that the sheet conductivity of boron increases with increasing temperature while that

of the 2DHG decreases.

In addition, we have observed that the 2DHG carrier density in the 7-minute-

15-second etched sample decreased monotonically with increasing temperatures, that

is 1.28x1011 cm-2 at 44 K and 8.08x1010 cm? at 215 K. We also found that by

chemical etching, the 2DHG peak in the maximum-entropy mobility spectrum can

be enhanced because the boron-doped silicon peak is reduced. The example is shown

in Fig. 6.35 which compares the MEMS before and after chemical etching at the

temperature around 260 K. We can see that 2DHG peak starts to apprear as a

shoulder to the main boron-doped silicon peak. However, we did not attempt to

etch until the Si:B and 2DHG peaks are clearly separated because of time-consuming

issues.

6.8 The Interpretation of Temperature-Dependent

Sheet Resistivity

After all preceding analyses, the temperature dependence of the sheet resistivity can

now be explained. In Figs.6.36 and 6.37, we plot the sheet resistivity at zero magnetic

field and the sheet resistivity corresponding to each carrier species in Sio.9Geo.I/Si and

Sio.64Geo.36/Si-(a),respectively. It should be recalled that the former has only one

sheet resistivity maximum while the latter has two such maxima. The sheet resistivity

of each carrier species is calculated from the inverse of the sheet conductivity. In

both figures, we can see that the sheet resistivity of 2DHG increases monotonically
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ical etching at temperatures around 260 K.

with increasing temperatures while that of Si:B decreases. They cross over in the

temperature range 70-100 K and this causes the maximum. For the second maximum

as presented in Figs. 6.37 at temperatures around 260 K, this is due to the decreasing

of2DHG carrier density and hence further increasing in the 2DHG sheet resistivity. In

the temperature range 150-300 K of Figs. 6.36 and 6.37, the sheet resistivity of 2DHG

in the Sio.gGeo.t/Si sample increases less progressively than in the Sio.64Geo.36/Si-(a)

sample. The former has T1.65 dependence while the latter has T3.04 dependence.

6.9 Hall Factor

The Hall factor of the two-dimensional hole gas (2DHG) is calculated by using Eq.2.50

for the peaks which are associated with the 2DHG. In most cases where three peaks

are clearly resolved, the 2DHG peak can be easily determined as the peak at highest

positive mobility. For MEMS with either 2, 4, or 5 peaks, the sources of these peaks

are still unclear at present. Therefore, the Hall factor will be calculated for 2DHG
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from MEMS which shows clearly the 2DHG, the cap layer, and one electron-like

carrier species.

In the calculation, the Hall factor of the 2DHG will be computed with and

without the electron-like peak despite its unknown source, except for Sio.64Geo.36/Si-

(b) which has no electron-like peak. This is because, without the negative mobility,

the Hall factor of the 2DHG will be always greater than unity (see section 2.5.2) while

with the negative mobilities, the Hall factor can be lowered toward unity or even less

than unity. Therefore, the result will be an envelope of possible Hall factors of the

2DHG as function of temperature and germanium content. It should be recalled

that if the electron-like carrier could be proved to associate with the 2DHG, it would

represent the anisotropy of the band structure in the undoped SiGe alloy; the further

away the energy contour is from the sphere, the more the electron-like contribution

is.

The Hall factors for 2DHG in Sio.gGeo.dSi, Sio.64Geo.36/Si-(b),and Sio.55Geo.4s/Si

samples are shown in Fig. 6.38. The Hall factor of Sio.sGeo.2/Sisample is calculated

using the data from the pulsed-magnetic field measurement at 41 T. Also shown

are the Hall factors of Sio.sGeo.2/Si sample obtained by Hall and Strip technique

[McGregor et al. (1999)] and by the combination of Capacitance- Voltage (CV) and

Hall measurements [Lander et al. (1997)]. We can see that the minimum of Hall

factor in Sio.sGeo.2/Si sample obtained by MEMS technique agrees well with those

thechniques within their scattering range. Because the source of electron-like carrier

is not verified, we shall not attempt to compare our result with those in literature,

but only to summarise the current work on the Hall factor as follows.

The Hall factor in undoped strain SiGe alloy may be constructively considered

from the pure Si and Ge. In Fig. 6.39, the Hall factor of highly pure p-type Si and Ge

are shown [Blood and Orton (1992)]. Without the ionized impurity scattering, the

Hall factor in both cases tends to merge into the same value of f"V 1 at low temperature.

As the temperature increases, the phonon scattering becomes dominant and this
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increases the Hall factor of pure Ge to a well-established value of 1.8. However, that

of pure silicon increase to 1.2 at around 100 K and then decreases monotonically to

the value of 0.8 at room temperature, which is mainly because its energy surface is

strongly anisotropic. For the unstrained SiGe alloy, the Hall factor is the same as

that of silicon for the germanium content of less than 85% because the bandstructure

is Si-like (see Fig. 2.2). This is partly confirmed by the experimental results on

lightly boron-doped (1015_1016 cm-3) unstrained bulk Si1_xGex by Gaworzewski et

al. (1998) with 0 :::;x :::;0.13, that the Hall factor scatters around 0.7-0.8. In fact, we

notice that their Hall factor has a slightly increasing trend with increasing germanium

contents, a result which is theoretically predicted by Dijkstra and Wenchebach (1999)

(see Fig. 6.40). Chen et al. (1994) measured the Hall factor of boron-doped (1017

cm+) relaxed Si1-xGex grown on a Si substrate using a high magnetic field of 10 T.

In the limit J-LHB » 1, the Hall mobility equals the drift mobility which can be used

as a reference point for comparison with low field measurements. The resultant Hall

factors are 0.8 for x = 0.22 and 1.1 for x = 0.35 (see Fig. 6.40(b)). Even though this

result seems to follow the prediction, the magnetic field of 10 T and the Hall mobility

of 100-1,000 cm2V-ls-l does not actually fulfil the high field condition (J-LHB ~ 1).

For the strained SiGe alloy, however, the prediction has to take the strain and

the dimensionality into account. The effect of strain is to split the heavy-hole (HH)

and ligh-hole (LH) subbands and increase the split-off (SO) subbands energy. This

results in less intersubband scattering as well as the decrease in the effective mass of

the HH band. Dijkstra and Wenchebach (1999) calculated the Hall factor of strained

SiGe alloy by taking into account those 3 subbands, anisotropy and nonparabolicity,

strain, acoustical and optical phonons, and alloy disoder. They predicted that the

Hall factor will initially decrease from 0.8 for x = 0 to f'oJ 0.4 at x = 0.1, and then

monotonically increase to unity at x f'oJ 0.16, and 2.4-2.6 at x = 0.3 (see Fig. 6.40(a)).

The reason that the Hall factor decrease initially is because of the effect of strain. As

the Ge contents rises, the valence band become more Ge-like which has less anisotropy
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and therefore the Hall factor increases to the value greater than 1. The less anisotropy

might be indirectly linked to the fact that the ratio of sheet conductivity of electron-

like carrier species to 2DHG in our Sio.gGeo.t!Si sample is significantly higher than

that in other samples. On the other hand, Fu et al. (1996) calculated the Hall factor

in strained SiGe with an additional ionized-impurity scattering and shows that for a

fixed germanium content and temperature, the Hall factor decreases dramatically with

increasing doping concentration (see Fig. 6.41). For very low doping-concentration

(rv 1014 cm-3), their result can be treated as the undoped strained SiGe alloy case.

It shows that at 300 K, the Hall factor drops slighly from 0.66 for x = 0, to 0.62 for

x = 0.2, and then increases to 1.05 for x = 0.3. A similar trend is also evident at 77

K. Even though the 300K Hall factor of undoped strained SiGe (Fig. 6.40(a)) and

of lightly doped strained SiGe (Fig. 6.41) are different in magnitude, both results

produce the similar trend that the Hall factor will decrease intitially with increasing

germanium contents, and reach the minimum at x rv 0.1-0.2 and then monotonically

increase to a value close to or higher than 1.

6.10 Energy Dependence of the Relaxation Time

One objective of developing MEMS is that the smooth peak shape will enable us to

calculate the power of energy dependence of the relaxation time accurately by using

Eq.2.40. Because the peak shape can be affected by various factors, i.e. the number

of iterations, the range of magnetic fields, and the range of mobilities, we therefore

need to establish the condition where the peak shape will be independent from these

factors.

We measured the sheet resistivity and Hall coefficient of the Sio.gGeo.l/Si sam-

ple as functions of 1025 magnetic field points up to 12 Tesla at 27 K. We performed

the calculation at this temperature because the transport can be treated classically

and the Hall mobility is very high (rv 6,000 cm2V-1s-1). The magnetic field depen-
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dence effect was examined by choosing 36 magnetic field points equally spaced up to

different maximum magnetic fields and performing the maximum-entropy mobility

spectrum calculation for 200 mobility points (100 positive and 100 negative mobility

points) for 200,000 iterations. The iteration dependence of the peak shape has al-

ready been observed in Fig. 6.11 and we will not repeat it here. We estimate that

the use of 200,000 iterations would produce the uncertainty of about 5% in a which

is much less than the variation of a on other factors, i.e. the range of magnetic fields

and the number of data points.

The result, as illustrated in Fig. 6.42, shows that the spectrum is significantly

distorted when IlBmax < 2.37, where Il is the Hall mobility of the sample. That

is the boron-doped silicon peak disappears and the two-dimensional hole gas peak

broadens and shifts. The fit of Eq.2.40 to the two-dimensional hole gas peak yields

parameters a and J.Lo, which are shown in Fig. 6.44(a). The broadening can be seen

from the increase in a while the shift in mobility is seen from the changes in J.Lo. The

broadening is theoretically due to the lowering of magnetic field dependency. Having

less magnetic field strength means that one has less information about the sample;

the situation in which the maximum-entropy approach is more reluctant to draw any

conclusion about that carrier and can only give as broad a peak as possible.

The number of data points also affects the spectrum. We shows this by in-

creasing the number of data points (M) (or decreasing the number of mobility points

(N)) for the case of J.LBmax = 1.37. The results are shown in Fig. 6.43 in which the

recovery of the two-dimensional hole gas peak is observed as its peak gets sharper

with increasing number of data points (M). The J.Lo and a of two-dimensional hole

gas are plotted in Fig. 6.44(b), both of which saturate at 5,074 cm2V-1s-1 and 0.1

respectively for MIN ;:::1.

In Fig. 6.45, we summarize qualitatively the resolving power of the MEMS

technique in order to yield a peak at the mobility J.Laccurately as a function of J.LBmax

and MIN. The quantitative picture must await thorough mathematical investigation.
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The peak shape of 2DHG for Sio.9Geo.l/Si and SiO.87GeO.13/Siwith mobilities

higher than 2,500 cm2y-1s-1 is fitted by Eq.2.40 which yields So,J1.oand a at different

temperatures. The most important parameter is a because it relates to the power of

energy dependence of the relaxation time. We note that the peak of 2DHG is quite

symmetric while Eq.2.40 is the unsymmetric function around J..to. Moreover, there are

two equally good fits to the 2DHG peak with opposite signs of a. For example, Fig.

6.46 shows the fit results to the 2DHG peak of Sio.9Geo.l/Si sample at 31 with a of

-0.066 and +0.064. However, we would like to stress that these fits are much better

than that reported by Reginski et al. (1997) who employed the iterative technique.

In order to decide which sign is more suitable, the temperature dependence

of the mobility is considered. In table 6.4, we summarize the a, K (Hall scattering

factor), and power of temperature dependence of the mobility for 3D and 2D cases, for

various scattering mechanisms. In comparison with 3D case, the power of temperature

dependence of 2D is higher by 0.5 because the relaxation time in a 2D gas acquires

the additional Tt factor [Shik (1997)], which comes from the difference in the density

of states (see Eq.2.44). Because the mobility of 2DHG has the negative temperature

dependence for 31 K and the thermal energy is much smaller than the optical phonon

energy, which is 61 meY for Si and 37 meY for Ge [Fischetti and Laux (1996)], it is

then justified to chose the positive a for these temperatures, and higher.

Figure 6.47 shows the a versus temperature for 2DHG in Sio.9Geo.t/Si and

SiO.87Geo.13/Sisamples within the _temperature range 25-80 K. Below 25 K, Eq.2.40

is inapplicable because it is formulated for nondegenerate carriers. For temperatures

higher than 80 K, the mobility of 2DHG is less than 2,300 cm2y-1s-1 and the cal-

culated a will be inaccurate. From this figure, we can see that a tends to decrease

with decreasing temperature and seems to be zero at around 0-10 K. The increase

in a (either positive or negative value) can be qualitatively seen from the broadening

in the 2DHG peak in Figs. 6.12 and 6.13. The Hall scattering factor calculated from

Eq. 2.50 increases with increasing lal and the Hall scattering factor calculated with
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Table 6.5: The power of energy dependence of the momentum relaxation time for
scattering mechanisms occuring in Si MOSFET (after Gallagher et al. (1990)).

Mechanism

Ionized impurities "" -1
Remote impurities -1.5
Interface roughness 2

positive Cl! is slightly higher than with negative o. From table 6.4, the same trend is

also seen, Le. the Hall scattering factor for Cl!= +~is 1.18 while that for Cl!= -~ is

only 1.10. Cl! is estimated to increase to 0.5 at temperatures around 150 K, where the

phonon scatterings are dominant.

Cl! is believed to be zero for the extremely degenerate gas because the ~ in

Eq.2.33 behaves as a delta function with argument E - E" The integral equation

(Eq, 2.33) may thus be obtained straightaway by replacing E in the integral by

the Fermi energy E, [Nag (1980)]. However, it should be pointed out that there is

still the dependence of mobility on the carrier density, even at this low temperature.

Gallagher et a1. (1990) suggested that

dInT
Cl!=--- Co!

dInE E=E
F

dInT
dlnEF -

dIn J.t
dlnn,,'

(6.10)

where J.t is the mobility and n, is the carrier density. In table 6.5, the Cl! for some

scattering mechanisms in a Si-MOSFET are given.

6.11 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have studied the magnetotransport of several modulation-doped p-

type Sh-xGex/Si (0.10 ~ x ~ 0.45) and SiO.35Geo.65/Sio.65GeO.35samples. For the first

time, we have obtained the temperature dependendence of the mobility and carrier
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density of the two-dimensional hole gas (2DHG) without the parallel conduction, in

the temperature range 0.3-300 K. It was found that, with increasing temperature,

the 2DHG carrier density remains approximately constant for x = 0.1, increases for

x = 0.13, or decreases for x ;:::0.2. The power of temperature dependence of 2DHG

mobility in the temperature range 100-300K reveals the influence of phonon and alloy

scatterings. The mobility and carrier density of the boron-doped supply layer were

also extracted but found to be quite inconsistent, varying from sample to sample. We

have observed the electron-like carrier species in most samples, the source of which

has not yet been identified. The Hall factor of the 2DHG were also determined in

the temperature range 50-100 K but in the form of envelope because of the unknown

electron-like carrier.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Suggestions for

Further Work

In this thesis, the magnetotransport properties of modulation-doped p-type Sh-xGex/Si

and Sil-XGex/Sil-1IGey heterostructures have been studied, in the magnetic field

range 0-12 T and in the temperature range 0.35-300 K. The magnetic-field-dependent

sheet resistivity and Hall coefficient are analysed by 3 methods of calculation for com-

parison. The first technique is the Beck and Anderson (BA) analysis which yields the

number of carrier species, and a rough estimate of the mobility and carrier density

of each carrier species. The second one is known as multicarrier fitting (MCF) which

further optimises the Beck and Anderson result. The third technique, which is the

concern of the major part of this thesis, is called mobility spectrum analysis. This

kind of analysis can be viewed as generalised multicarrier fitting in which the pos-

sible number of carrier species is initially set to be considerably high (100-200) and

subsequently reduced. In contrast to MCF, where a prior assumption is made about

the number of carrier species, the mobility spectrum analysis attempts to determine

this number, as well as to estimate the mobility and carrier density of each carrier

species. The author has developed a novel mobility spectrum calculation, based on

the concept of maximum entropy. This new calculation technique has overcome sev-
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eral drawbacks or limitations in other mobility spectrum calculation techniques. The

main achievements of the Maximum-Entropy Mobility Spectrum (MEMS) analysis

can be summarised as follows.

1. The sheet conductivity is mathematically defined to be nonnegative at all it-

erations. Other techniques have to manually set the sheet conductivity to be

nonnegative.

2. The number of mobility points in the spectrum can be higher than the number

of magnetic field points. Other techniques usually perform an interpolation

of data, to increase the number of magnetic field points to match that of the

mobility points.

3. The sheet conductivity of low-mobility carriers with J.L < B~ can be recovered

more satisfactorily than other mobility spectrum techniques, without resorting

to extrapolation to higher magnetic fields. However, the accuracies of its mo-

bility and carrier density could still be poor because this mobility is below the

limit set by Bmax.

4. The biggest advantage is that the mobility spectrum produced by this new tech-

nique is extremely smooth. This should provide the first steps toward utilising

the peak shape to determine the energy dependence of the relaxation time or the

wave vector dependence of the constant-energy contour, as predicted by Beck

and Anderson (1978). It should be noted that the peak shape also depends on

the number of iterations, the number of data points, the number of mobility

points, and the product JJB. Further study should be done to clarify all these

dependences before coming to the conclusion of the energy dependence of the

relaxation time from the peak shape.

Several modulation-doped structures (0.1 :5 x :5 0.65) have been measured

and analysed by these three techniques. We found that the Beck and Anderson
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analyses yield mostly 3 carrier species which are the 2DHG, carriers in the Si:B (or

Sio.65Geo.35:B),and an electron-like carrier species. MCF has used 3 carrier species

at all temperatures and for all samples. The results from MEMS are similar to the

MCF and BA used in combination in general, but it has been seen that 2 closely

spaced peaks may not be separated by MEMS. Moreover, MEMS sometimes gives

4 or 5 peaks, and it is not clear at present whether the additional peaks are real

or artefacts. Therefore, the interpretation of magnetotransport has been based on 3

carrier species only.

The first species is the two-dimensional hole gas which exists for the whole

temperature range. The measured carrier density varies with temperature for x >
0.13; increasing with temperature for x = 0.13, and decreasing monotonically for

z :2: 0.2. The decrease is very unexpected for the 2DHG and might suggest either

defect or impurity states in the Si capping layer close to the SiGe valence band

edge. The 2DHG mobility in the temperature range 100-300 K follows the formula

AT-'"f closely. The germanium-content dependence of'Y revealed that it has the bowl

shape with the minimum at x tv 0.25-0.3. This might suggest the influence of alloy

scattering.

The second carrier species is in the boron-doped silicon (or SiGe) cap layer.

We found that the activation energies, extracted from the temperature dependence

of its carrier density, vary between samples even though they have the same nominal

doping concentration. Discrepancies also occur in the temperature dependence of the

mobility which has values from 100 to 800 cm2V-1s-l. The measurement of a Si

control sample also reveals a maximum mobility of around 1,000 cm2V-1s-l. BA,

MCF, and MEMS analyses of this control sample confirmed that there are 2 hole-like

carriers, one with a mobility around 100 cm2V-1s-l and another with more than an

order of magnitude higher mobility. This high mobility carrier can be estimated to

correspond to a bulk doping concentration of around 1016-1017 cm-3 and this might

be the boron-spike at the Si/Si-substrate interface, shown in Fig. 6.30. Therefore, it
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is likely that what we have observed is the resultant behaviour of the Si:B doping slab

and the boron-spike. Moreover, because the boron-spike is usually not under control,

the variation in the sum will also be random.

The third carrier species observed is an electron-like carrier. The source of

this carrier within the modulation-doped p-type Si1_xGex/Si and Sh-xGex/Sil-1IGe1l

heterostructures is presently unknown. From McClure's formalism, this electron-

like carrier could be either the "real" carrier, i.e. from the n-type substrate or the

unintentionally n-type background doping, or the mobility harmonics of "real" hole-

like carriers (2DHG or Si:B).

The Hall factor and the power (-a) of energy dependence of the relaxation time

in the 2DHG were extracted from MEMS. The Hall factor in the 2DHG, however,

cannot be determined accurately because this electron-like carrier is currently un-

known. If it could be identified unambiguously with the 2DHG, it should be included

into the Hall factor calculation for the 2DHG. a was calculated for x = 0.1 and 0.13

in the temperature range 30-80 K. We found that [o] decreases monotonically with

decreasing temperature and tends to be zero at T '" 0-10 K. This is as expected

because the Fermi temperature for both samples are around 20-30 K. Below these

temperatures, 2DHG can be regarded as degenerate carrier and its mobility has no

temperature dependence (a = 0). It should be noted that the dependence of mobility

on carrier density at very low temperature has not been taken into account.

For the future improvement in MEMS calculation, the author suggests to re-

place axx + aX1l by other functions which are more sensitive to axx and O'X7/' For the

completeness of the mobility spectrum approach, the relaxation time as a function

of carrier density should be taken into consideration and might be investigated by

performing a MEMS analysis on an MOS device.

So far, the theory of McClure, which the MEMS analysis is based on, has

not been experimentally proved by using the existing samples because the source

of electron-like carrier has not been verified. Moreover, the number of peaks in the
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mobility spectrum is sometimes more than 3 which is not according to the design of the

modulation-doped structure and therefore unexplainable. The first priority towards

the verification of the theory is to identify the source of such a carrier whether it is

the "real" one (n-type carrier) or the mobility harmonics of the p-type carrier (2DHG

or Si:B). An ideal experimental setup would be to design a p-type modulation-doped

SiGejSi on a p-type substrate. If the electron-like carrier does not exist in this

particular sample, it would mean that this carrier in our existing samples comes from

the n-type substrate. However, if it still occurs, the author suggest to use other

semiconductors which has the spherical constant-energy surface, so that the mobility

harmonics of p-type carrier should not appear theoretically.

It should be aware that the work of maximum-entropy mobility spectrum anal-

sis development done by the author still needs more critically mathematical investi-

gation. One of the most important aspect is how the experimental error influences

the spectrum, i.e. the number of peaks and the shape of each peak, and whether the

artefact peak could occur, and if so, under which circumstances.
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Appendix A

Beck and Anderson Algorithm

There are three steps in generating a Beck and Anderson mobility spectrum as follows.

1. Construction of matrix A : The experimental results provide the N pair of

magnetoconductivity ((O'xxh,(O'xyh; k = 1... N) at different magnetic fields

Bi, An element of matrix A denoted by A'Y.B is calculated from

A _ { 2::=1 [(O'xxh(CRlh,('Y+.B)/2] , (, + P) even
'Y.B- N [ 1 ]2:k=l (O'xy)k(Ci )k,('Y+.B-l)/2 , (r + J1) odd

" {3 = 1... 2N. Constants CRI and Cilare inverse of matrices CR and Cl

(A.l)

where CR is defined by

N NLCj~X2(j-l) = II (1 + x2 Bp),
j=l p=l,p¢k

(A.2)

which can be expanded in terms of the polynomial of variable x, and

(A.3)

2. Physical test: Matrix A is required to be non-negative definite following their

model. A method to check this property is to investigate its eigenvalues because

a matrix is non-negative definite if and only if it is Hermitian and all eigenvalues

are non-negative [Young (1971)]. In this circumstance, matrix A is Hermitian
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because its elements are all real and symmetric (A'Y~ = A~'Y). If some eigenvalues

are negative, then matrix A is not non-negative definite and such magnetocon-

ductivity data is discarded. An algorithm "tqli( )" [Press et al. (1992)] is used

to evaluate eigenvalues and eigenvectors associated with each eigenvalue which

will be used for the next step.

3. Determination of an envelope: Starting from a set of physical data, a conduc-

tivity density s' is guessed at a mobility /-1/ and original magnetoconductivity

data is subtracted by this contribution and tested via a physical test. At some

value of s', subtracted data changes from being physical to unphysical and this

value is the maximum conductivity of carrier having mobility Ii . Analytical

formula has shortened this procedure and such maximum can be obtain directly

following

(A.4)

". = I1~=1(1 :O(I")2B:) [~(Ii)'i] ,
where vector vp.' = (1, -tt', tt,2,-J/, ... ,(-tt')N-l) , Q;iis an element of column

(A.5)

eigenvectors of matrix A corresponding to an eigenvalue Ai.
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Appendix B

Condition Number of Square

Matrix

A system of M linear equations with M variables can be represented in a matrix and

vectors notation as

A·x=b. (B.1)

A is a coefficient matrix size M x M, x is a column vector of variables and b is a known

vector (i.e. the magnetoconductivity). Let's define a residule vector R = A .x* - b.

The best solution will minimise the residual vector close or equal to a zero vector

depending on consistency of vector b. Solving by a matrix inversion, x* = A-I. b and

error in x*=IIA -1 •RII can be estimated as [Gerald and Wheatley (1994)]

1 IIRII IIA -1 . RII II -111 IIRII
"All IIA-III IIbll:5 IIx*11 < IIAII A libif' (B.2)

The quantity IIAII IIA -111is called the condition number. It is equal to 1 if

A is an identity matrix and increases toward 00 as A moves toward the singularity.

For an ill-conditioned matrix, the corresponding condition number is so high that the

relative error can be very big despite a small residual vector. In other words, the

residual vector or fitness gives very little information about the goodness of x.
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Appendix C

Singular Value Decomposition

Any M x N matrix A whose number of rows M is greater than or equal to its number

of column N, can be written as the product of an M x N column-orthogonal matrix

U, an N x N diagonal matrix W with positive or zero elements (the singular values),

and the transpose of an N x N othogonal matrix V.

A = U· [diag(w;)] 0 v", (C.l)

An inversion of matrix A is

A-I = Yo [diag(l/w;)] 0 U. (Co2)

For ill-condition matrices, there are some value of w; that are zero or close to zero.

Replacement of any 1/w; that are close to 00 by zero will reduce the condition number

of the matrix and is equivalent to throwing away an equation that is linearly dependent

on other equations.
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